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ABSTRACT
The wavefields generated by monopole and dipole sources in a fluid filled borehole em-
bedded in multilayered transversely isotropic saturated porous formations are studied.
The layers are modeled following Biot theory modified in accordance with homoge-
nization theory. It allows to take into account a transversely isotropic skeleton and/or
a transversely isotropic complex permeability tensor. Their axes of symmetry are as-
sumed to coincide, parallel to the vertical axis of the borehole. A general formulation,
valid for any order of multipole source and based on the Thomson Haskell method,
allows to take into account any combimi.tion of elastic and saturated porous layers,
either isotropic or transversely isotropic. The presence of an external fluid layer is also
possible. The study focuses on the modes behavior. It is achieved through the compu-
tation of dispersion and attenuation curves, sensitivity coefficients with respect to the
stiffness constants of the skeleton(s), and full waveform synthetic microseismograms
using the discrete wavenumber method.
In the simple hole model with an impermeable borehole wall, whatever the type
of the formation (fast or slow), the behavior of the modes is analogous to that in the
presence of simple elastic formations with body wave attenuations added. The phase
velocity of the Stoneley wave generated by a monopole source is sensitive to the hor-
izontally propagating SH-wave velocity. Such a coupling decreases with increasing
frequency and stiffness of the formation. The low frequency part of the zero-th order
(Le., flexural) mode generated by a multi(di)pole sourc~ measures the vertically prop-
agating SV-wave velocity. The shear wave anisotropy may then be evaluated. With
a fast formation, the vertically propagating SV-wave velocity can also be obtained
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from the low frequency (high velocity) part of the pseudo-Rayleigh mode generated
by the monopole source. The anisotropy of the complex permeability tensor cannot
be detected. Moreover, only the attenuation of the vertically propagating P wave is
sensitive to the only vertical permeability. Any anelastic (anisotropic) attenuation will
supersede the latter.
When the borehole wall is permeable, the fluid flow which takes place at the in-
terface refers to the horizontal mobility (I.e., horizontal permeability/saturant fluid
viscosity). Assuming greater horizontal velocities, the decrease of the Stoneley wave
phase velocity and the increase of its low frequency attenuation are enhanced. The
shear wave transverse isotropy cannot be anymore detected and any estimation of the
horizontal permeability based on Stoneley wave characteristics may become question-
able with a high anisotropy degree of the skeleton. However, detection of permeability
variation may still be reasonably performed.
In the presence of an invaded zone, whatever the boundary conditions at the bore-
hole wall, Stoneley wave integrates the properties of the inner layer in the entire fre-
quency range. This coupling phenomenon increases with increasing thickness and
decreasing body wave velocities of the inner layer. As a result, both estimations of the
shear wave transverse anisotropy and the permeability of the virgin formation from
the Stoneley wave characteristics are ill posed. Of course, such a result hold true in a
cased borehole, whatever the quality of the bonding. In any of the multilayered con-
figuration, the low frequency part of both the flexural mode and the pseudo-Rayleigh
mode, when it exists, measures the characteristics of the vertically propagating SV
wave of the virgin formation. Such an interesting information may be however difficult
to extract.
INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering work of Rosenbaum (1974), most of the following studies also
consider the simple model composed of a fluid filled borehole embedded in a radially
semi-infinite isotropic saturated porous formation. The goal of such an amount of
work has been to investigate the feasibility of an indirect determination of the in situ
permeability using essentially the Stoneley wave velocity and attenuation. If the un-
derstanding of the physical phenomenon may be considered as acquired, the reliability
of the method is still the subject of numerous debates due to more or less inconsistent
discrepancies between measured or expected values and results of the inversion. Be-
cause the reservoirs are known to be anisotropic, we choose to investigate the effects
of such a situation, limiting the study to the simple case of the transverse isotropy.
The porous media are then modeled following Biot theory modified in accordance with
homogenization theory as described in Part 1.
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The drilling process can modify the physical properties of the formations close to
the borehole wall, leading to the presence of several coaxial shells. Such a configuration
has been the subject of various studies, mostly with a monopole source. Considering
isotropic elastic formations, Baker (1984), Tubman (1984), and Schmitt and Bouchon
(1985) presented numerical studies involving an invaded or flushed zone. Stephen et
al. (1985), using the finite difference method, analyzed the case of a velocity gradient.
Burns (1986) studied the partition coefficients distribution. Tubman (1984) and Burns
(1986) also extensively studied the cased hole configuration. After White and Tongtaow
(1981), Chan and Tsang (1983) presented synthetic microseismograms when the layers
are transversely isotropic elastic focusing on the quasi body wave behaviors. Schmitt
(1987b) investigated the effects of a radial variation of the permeability and/or the
porosity, with or without modification of the saturant fluid, within isotropic saturated
porous formations. The multilayered formation situation has been less extensively
studied when the source is a multipole. Baker and Winbow (1985) studied the depth
of penetration of both P and S waves generated by dipole and quadrupole sources
in the presence of isotropic elastic formations while Schmitt (1987c) focused on the
modes behavior. Schmitt (1987a) considered transversely isotropic formations, and
Schmitt and Cheng (1987) included isotropic saturated porous formations. Everhart
and Chang (1985) and Schmitt (1987c) investigated the cased hole configuration.
In the first part, we present a general formulation based on the Thomson Haskell
method which allows to take into account several coaxial shells, either fluid or elastic
or saturated porous, isotropic or transversely isotropic. It is valid for any order of
the multipole source. The components of the displacement-stress vectors needed to
propagate the wavefields are given in the Appendices for all four types of layers.
The second part is devoted to a numerical analysis focused on the guided modes
behavior generated by both a monopole and a dipole source. When possible, both
situations of an impermeable and a permeable fluid-porous formation interface are
considered. In the simple hole model, the effects of the only transversely isotropic
permeability, the borehole radius and of the transversely isotropic mass coupling coef-
ficient are investigated. Also discussed is the presence of an elastic tool at the center
of the borehole. Studies of the wavefields behavior in the presence of an invaded zone
and in the cased hole configuration, either well bonded or not, are finally performed.
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
We define a cylindrical coordinates system as (r, IJ, z). The model consists of a fluid-
filled borehole, extending to infinity in the z direction, embedded in a radially layered
formation. The radii Rj-I and Rj bound the jth layer. The borefluid is denoted by
the subscript I so that the inner borehole radius is R I • Each layer of the formation
can be elastic or saturated porous. It can be either transversely isotropic or simply
isotropic. In the former case, the vertical axis of the borehole is assumed to coincide
with the axis of symmetry of the formation which is common to both the complex
permeability tensor and the skeleton when the shell is saturated porous (see Part I).
One of the layers can be a fluid layer, allowing the study of not well bonded cased hole,
for example.
A fluid layer is characterized by 2 parameters: the P-wave velocity CPj, and the
density pj.
An isotropic elastic layer is characterized by 3 parameters: the P-wave velocity
CPj, the S-wave velocity CSj, and the density Pj.
A transversely isotropic elastic layer is characterized by 6 parameters: five
elastic components of the stiffness tensor (Le. Cll j , CI3;" C33i' C44j' and COOj Of, alterna-
tively, Cllj , C12j' CI3j,C33j' and C44j' using the abbreviated notation as defined by Auld
(1973», and the density Pj.
An isotropic saturated porous layer is characterized by 10 parameters: the
saturant fluid properties which are its P-wave velocity cPh, its density Ph and its
dynamic viscosity ')j; the bulk modulus J(.j and the density P.j of the constitutive
grains; the porosity ipj; the compressional (CPbj) and shear (CSbj) dry rock velocities
from which the bulk (J(bj) and shear (Nj) moduli can be evaluated as
J(bj = (1- ipj) Psj (cp; - 4cs;/3) ,
Nj = (1- ipj)Psj cs; ;
the tortuosity (rj) (assuming that the pores are modeled as unidirectional cylindrical
ducts (see Part I», and the intrinsic permeability kj.
A transversely isotropic saturated porous layer is characterized by 15 pa-
rameters: the saturant fluid properties which are its P-wave velocity cPh, its density
Ph and its dynamic viscosity 1}j; the bulk modulus J(.j and the density Psj of the
constitutive grains; five elastic components of the stiffness tensor of the skeleton (i.e.
Cll)' CI3j' C33i' C44)' , and coo; Of, alternatively, Clli' C12i' C13j'C33j' and C44j)j the poros-
ity ipj, the horizontal and vertical tortuosities (rr, rT) (again, assuming that the
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pores are modeled as unidirectional cylindrical ducts); and the horizontal and vertical
intrinsic permeabilities ( kf and kj).
Anelastic attenuation may be introduced in any fluid, elastic, or skeleton of a porous
layer. It can be achieved by considering complex velocities or stiffness constants. As a
result, the number of parameters increases by 1, 2 or 5 depending on the type of the
layer.
Source Formulation and Solution for the Bore Fluid
We consider multipole point sources as defined by Kurkjian and Chang (1986) and
Schmitt and Cheng (1987). The total wavefield in the bore fluid corresponds to the
sum of the source contribution and the reflected wavefield. In the frequency axial
wavenumber domain, the displacement potential of a multi pole source of the nth order
is then given by:
(1)
where en = 2 - DnO is the Neumann coefficient, k is the axial wavenumber, w is the
angular frequency, and kpf = k 2 - w 2 / cpf is the radial wavenumber. K n denotes the
nth order modified Bessel function of the second kind. Ro is the multipole separation
(i.e., the radius of the circle over which the n monopoles are distributed), while 00 is
an arbitrary angle of reference.
With the radiation condition prescribing that the displacement potential of the
bore fluid remains finite at the axis of the borehole, its expression with respect to an
nth order multipole point source is, in the frequency axial wavenumber,
(2)
(3)
=
where ..:tin) is function of k and w, and In denotes the nth order modified Bessel function
of the first kind.
The associated radial displacement uin ) and stress <Tin) are:
Urn)
1(n)
<T1
Solution for the Layers of the Formation
The displacement vector 1l.)n) = (U)n), V)n), W)n))T in the jth elastic layer or in the
solid phase of the jth saturated porous layer, and the displacement vector !.L)n) =
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(uJn), vr), WJn»)T in the liquid phase of the jth saturated porous layer, are separated
into their compressional, and vertically, and horizontally polarized shear components:
(4)
where the supplementary subscripts sand f refer to the solid and liquid phase of the
saturated porous layer, respectively. For an elastic layer, the subscrpit s is implicitly
mute. p~j) and P}j) are compressional potentials. £is the unit vector in the z direction,
W~j), W}j) are horizontally polarized shear potentials (SH-wave), and r~j), r}j) are
vertically polarized shear potentials (SV-wave).
In the following, we present the general solutions of these three kinds of potentials
for each type of layer, along with the displacements and stresses formulae.
Transversely isotropic saturated porous layer
In a transversely isotropic saturated porous layer, there are four body waves (see Part
I): a quasi compressional wave of the first kind, P1 , which displays high velocity, a
quasi compressional wave of the second kind, Pz, associated with low velocity and
near viscous characteristics, a quasi SV-wave, and a SH-wave. In addtion to the
coupling between the solid and liquid phases which leads to the existence of the two
compressional waves, additional "coupling" phenomena occur between both compres-
sional waves and the SV-wave. Each of those three has then a compressional part
and a rotational part. They are called quasi waves since they approach the isotropic
P1-wave, Pz-wave and SV-wave as the degree of ansitropy of both the complex perme-
ability tensor and the skeleton vanishes. The general solutions for the solid and liquid
phases displacement potentials are then:
(n) (n)Pl (n)pz SV (n)svp sj = Pj + Pj + Ylj r j
r(>;)
=
y[l p(n)Pl + y[Z p(n)pz + r(n)Sv
SJ J J J J J
pen)
-
YP p(n)Pl + yf.z p(n)pz + yfY r(n)Sv
Jj J j J J J J (5)
r(n) yp p(n)Pl + yp p(n)pz + yfY r(n)sv
=fj J J J J J J
We>;) (n)SH
= Wj ,SJ
Wen) H (n)SH
Jj = X· W·J J
h Y Pl yPZ ySV yPl yPZ ySV yPl yPZ ySV d H d t th Iwere Ij' Ij' Ij' 2j' 2j' 2j' 3j' 3j' 3j' an Xj ena e e camp ex
frequency dependent factors which express the coupling between the body waves and/or
the two phases of the saturated porous layer (see Part I). The SH-wave only excites the
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horizontal permeability, indicated by the superscript H. The fluid does not support
any shear displacement, but it affects the (quasi) shear waves through inertial effects.
Analogous to the bore fluid (equ.(2)), the displacement potentials relative to the
(quasi) body waves which propagate in a bounded jtk transversely isotropic saturated
porous layer with respect to a nth order multipole point source can be written as:
(n)PI!P j =
(n)P2!P j
(n)svr j =
(n)SH\li j =
where k p2 . = k 2 - w 2 j cp2 k p2. = k 2 _ w 2 j cp2 and ks2 . = k 2 - w2 jcs2 are thetlJ tIi' t2] t2j' V J Vj
radial wavenumbers of the quasi body waves, solutions of a third degree equation (see
Part I), and kShj = k 2 - w 2 jCShj is the radial wavenumber of the SH-wave. Aij) ,
A~j) '. eJn) , and EJn) are weighting coefficients, function of the axial wavenumber k
and the angular frequency w, which can be interpreted as the transmission coefficients
of the outcoming (quasi) body waves, while Elj), E~jl, D)n), and t}n) stand for the
incoming (quasi) body waves.
The radiation conditions implying that the potentials have to remain finite when
r tends to infinity, we have for a semi-infinite transversely isotropic saturated porous
layer of index N,
A- (n) _ A-(n) _ B-(n) _ B- (n) - C- (n) - E-(n) - 0IN - 2N - IN - 2N - N - N - • (7)
In terms of the potentials, the components of the displacement in the solid phase
are given by:
(8)
The expressions of the components of the displacement in the liquid phase (UJn ), v,(n) ,
and W}n») are identical but as functions of !Pjjl, \lijj), and rjj).
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The stresses in the solid phase are:
(n)
a:rTJ'
(n)
O"OZj
(n)
(jrZj
(9)
For the liquid phase, the stress S}n) which is related to the pore fluid pressure by
/n) = _<p- . p(n) is
J J J '
=
+
(10)
where iij is an elastic coefficient of the saturated porous layer.
Transversely isotropic elastic layer
A transversely isotropic elastic layer is a zero porosity porous layer. Hence, only three
body waves propagate in such a layer: a quasi P-wave, a quasi SV-wave and aSH
wave. Similarly to the previous derivation, the general solutions for the displacement
potentials can be expressed as:
if>(n)
=
if>(n)p +y$V r(n)sv
J J J J
r(n)
=
yf if>(n)p + r(n)sv (11)
J J J J
W(n) (n)SH
= WjJ
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where Yfv, and YJ' are complex frequency dependent factors which express the
coupling between the quasi body waves.
The expressions of the dispacement potentials relative to each body wave can be
deduced from the equations (6), muting the subscript which refers to the compressional
waves. The radial wavenumbers kPF; = k2 - w2I cPF; and kSF; = k2 - w2I cs?r; are now
solutions of a biquadratic equation (see Part I and Tongtaow, 1982).
In terms of the displacement potentials of the layer, the components of the dis-
placement vector are given by equations (8), dropping the subscript s. Similarly, the
stresses are given by equations (9), setting dklj = Ckl, and Qk = O.
Isotropic saturated porous layer
When both the permeability tensor and the skeleton of the saturated porous layer are
isotropic, only the coupling between the solid and liquid phases remains. There are
then only three body waves: a compressional wave oUhe first kind, PI, a compressional
wave of the second kind, P2 , and a shear wave. The general solutions for the solid and
liquid phases displacement potentials are then:
<p(~) (n)Pl (n)P2
= <P; +<Pj ,SJ
r(~) (n)s
= raj ,SJ
<p(n)
=
6j <p)n)Pl + 6j <p)n)P2jj (12)
r(n) . -r(n)S
jj = XJ j
i[r(~) (n)S
= i[rj ,SJ
i[r(n)
=
Xj i[r)n)Sfj
where 6;, 6;, and Xj are complex frequency dependent factors which characterize the
only influence of one phase on the other one (Part I, Schmitt, 1986a, b).
The expressions of the dispacement potentials relative to each body wave are given
by equations (6). Both radial wavenumbers kprj = k 2_w2Icpi; and kp~j = k 2_w 2Icp~;
are now solutions of a biquadratic equation (see Part I). There is only one shear radial
wavenumber ks} = k2 - w2/cs}. In terms of the displacement potentials of the layer,
the components of the displacement vectors in both phases are given by equations (8)
(using the appropriate phase potentials) Finally, the stresses in the solid and in the
liquid phase are given by equations (9) and (10), respectively, using the known elastic
coefficients of an isotropic saturated porous formation, i.e., dllj = d33j = Aj + 2Nj,
d 13J = Aj, d 44j = d 66j = Nj, Qkj = Qj, and R.j = 1I.j (e.g., Part I).
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For such a well known case, there are only two uncoupled body waves. The needed
equations can be deduced either by setting the porosity to zero (so that Qj = Rj = 0)
and replacing the elastic coefficients Aj, Nj by the Lame's coefficients Aj, and I'j,
respectively, in the just above situation; or by replacing the stiffness constants of a
transversely isotropic elastic layer by the appropriate (combination of) Lame's coeffi-
cient·(s) (C11; = C33; = Aj +21'j = CI3; +2C44; (= C66;)). In any case, the supplementary
subscripts (1.2, or t) are implicitly mute.
Wave Propagation
The computation of any displacement or stress in the bore fluid requires the knowl-
edge of the continuity equations at the borehole wall as well as those at the various
interfaces located within the formation. In the following, the boundary conditions
at several kinds of interface are first briefly reviewed. They allow the definition of
suitable displacement-stress vectors needed to propagate the wavefield through the
different layers using the Thomson-Haskell method as described in the second part.
Boundary conditions
The complexity of the situation that might be encountered, leads to the presence of
several types of interface: porous-porous, elastic-elastic, fluid-elastic and, last, fluid-
porous. The order just outlined is thereafter followed as the continuity equations can
be easily deduced from the previous case for the next one. As already mentioned, the
cylindrical interface is located at r = Rj so that it lies between the jth and (j + l)th
layers.
Porous-porous interface: Few authors discuss the conditions at the interface be-
tween two porous media. Using the working rate of the forces acting on a saturated
porous medium, Deresiewick and Skalak (1963) established sufficient conditions which
ensure the unicity of the wavefield. They obtained a theorem similar to that of Neu-
mann for the elastic media. Berryman and Thigpen (1985), considering partially sat-
urated media, obtained similar equations using a formuation based on the variational
principle. Bonnet (1985) and Schmitt (1985, 1986a) used mixtures theory, the porous
media being considered as continuL Eight equations are obtained. The first three
state the continuity of the displacement vectors of the skeletons, em phasizing the no
slip condition (Le., both skeletons are supposed to remain in welded contact). The
fourth equation ensures the balance of the flux, The next three express the continuity
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of the total radial, axial and azimuthal stresses. Finally, the continuity of the saturant
fluid pressures is stated, which implictly assumes that both media are fully connected.
Symbolically, they can be written
U)n) (Rj) = u)~l(Rj) ,
v)n) (Rj) = V)~l (Rj) ,
W)n) (Rj) = W)~l (Rj) ,
ipj [UJn) (Rj) - U)n) (Rj)] = ipj+l [UJ~~ (Rj) - U)~l (Rj)]
".~~J (Rj) + 8)n) (Rj) (n) (R') (n) (R') (13)= O'rrj+l 'J + Sj+l J
".~~; (Rj) = ".~~;+, (Rj)
".~~] (Rj) (n) .= "'rzj+' (Rj)
p)n) (Rj) P)~l (Rj) .
This set of equations is valid whatever the nature of the saturant fluid on both sides,
and whatever the degree of anisotropy of each media. A suitable displacement-stress
vector is then,
G·,p(n) (R-) = T·p(n) (R-) X·,p(n) •
-) J J '1 -J ' (14)
where n.,pln) = (u(n) v(n) w(n) cp'. [U(n) _ u(n)] ".(n) + /n) ".(n) ".(n) p(n))T and
£) J ' 3 ' J ' J j J' rr] J' rBi' rzJ , J '
, ..p(n) _ (' (n) A'(n) '(n) '(n) '(n) '(n) '(n) '(n))TX j - Alj , 2j' B lj , B2j , Cj , D j , Ej , Fj , whatever the degree of
anisotropy. TTIP(n) and T..1P(n) are 8x8 complex matrices whose elements are given
---:.) ---:.)
in Appendix A and B, respectively, dropping the unnecessary e;w'e;kz ~! (kP~Ro) n
terms, and the angular dependence.
Elastic,porous interface: A solid elastic medium can be considered as a zero poros-
ity porous medium. Only seven continuity equation are then necessary. They express
the continuity of the solid displacement vectors, the total radial, axial and azimuthal
stresses, and the fact that that there is no relative motion between the two phases of
the saturated porous layer at the interface. Again, they are valid whatever the degree
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of anisotropy of any of the layers. Assuming that the elastic layer is the jth one yields:
u;n) (Rj)
vJn) (Rj)
WJn) (Rj)
o
a!~J (Rj)
a~;; (Rj)
a!~J (Rj)
= uJ~l(Rj),
= v;~l(Rj),
= WJ~l (Rj) ,
= ipj+l [UJ~; (Rj) - U;~l (Rj)]
a!~J+l (Rj) + S;~l (Rj)
a~;;+l (Rj)
a!~J+l (Rj)
(15)
Elastic-elastic interface: For such a well known situation, six boundary conditions
are used. They state the continuity of the displacement vectors, the radial, axial, and
azimuthal stress, Le.,
(16)
= U;~l (Rj) ,
VJ~l (Rj) ,
(n) (R-)Wj+l J ,
= a!~J+l (Rj)
= a~;;+l (Rj)
= a!~J+l (Rj)
u;n) (Rj)
VJn) (Rj)
wJn) (Rj) =
a!~J (Rj)
a(';) (R-)
rOj j
a!~J (Rj)
A suitable propagator matrix is then,
,--..,E(n) (R-) = T·:E(n) (R-) X_,Eln)
£J J. -';J '1 -J ' (17)
where G_,E(n) = (u(n) v(n) w(n) a(n) a(n) a(n))T and
-J J ' J ' J ' TT J , rOi' rZJ ,
E(n) (- (n) - (n) - (n) - (n) - (n) - (n))TX-' = A- B - C - D - E- P. whatever the degree of anisotropy
-J J'J'J'J'J'J' .
TfIE(n) And T;E(n) are 6x6 complex matrices whose elements are given in Appendix
- -k 1 (kP1Ro)nC and D, respectively, dropping the unnecessary e,wte, Z 1" terms, and the
n. 2
angular dependence.
Fluid-elastic interface: When the jth layer is a perfect fluid, only the continuity
of the radial displacement and stress remain. The axial and azimuthal stresses vanish.
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One then obtains:
UJnl(Rj)
a~~J(Rj)
o
o
U;11 (Rj) ,
a~~J+l (Rj)
a(n) (K)
rOj+l J
= a~~;+l (Rj)
(18)
Permeable fluid-porous interface: A fluid medium can be considered as a unit
porosity porous medium. Taking the limit of equations (13) and assuming that the
fluid layer is the jth one yields:
uJn) (Rj)
a~~J (Rj)
o
o
p;n} (Rj)
= U;11 (Rj) + <Pj+! [UJ~1 (Rj) - U;11 (Rj)]
= a~~J+l (Rj) + S;11 (Rj)
= a(n) (R.)
rBj+l J
= a~~J+l (Rj)
P;11 (Rj) .
(19)
The first equation now ensures the balance of the fluid volume. Such a set of continuity
equations corresponds to the free fluid flow situation.
Impermeable fluid-porous interface: Writing the continuity equations relative
to a fluid-elastic interface (18) and to an elastic-porous interface (15) and making the
elastic layer thickness tends to zero, one obtains with a jth fluid layer:
uJn} (Rj) = U;11 (Rj) ,
a~~J(Rj) = a~~J+l (Rj) + S;11 (Rj)
0 = a~;;+l (Rj) , (20)
0 = a~~;+l (Rj) ,
0 uJ~i (Rj) - U;11 (Rj)
This set of equations corresponds to the sealed pores situation for which there is no
relative motion between the two phases of the porous medium at the interface. Thus,
the fluid pressures are no longer continuous. It does not mimic the effects related to
the presence of an elastic layer whatever its properties are. It is only a limit case for
a zero thickness elastic layer presence whose study allows to separate the effects upon
the wavefields of the porous body wave attenuations from the fluid flow.
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VVith the above defined displacement-stress vectors, it is easy to propagate the wavefield
through the different layers. Let us consider M saturated porous layers ranging from
j = m + 1 to j = M + m. Each layer is bonded by the radii r = Rj-l and r = Rj, the
Mth one being eventually radially semi-infinite. For j = m + 1 to j = M +m - 1, the
displacement-stress vectors are
at r = Rj_l
and at r = Rj
Go:p(n) (R_ ) = To:p(n) (Ro_ ) X·:p(n)
-) J1 --:.; ')1_3 , (21.a)
Q.0:p(n) (R 0) = T·:p(n) (R-) Xo:p(n) (21.b)
'J 'J--:'J 1'3'
where ..p(n) implies that the degree of anisotropy of each layer is free. As a result,
Go:p(n) (Ro_ ) = To:p(n) (Ro_ ) [T·:p(n) (Ro)]-l G·:p(n) (Ro) .
-) J 1 :1 J 1:; J -) J
The boundary conditions at a porous-porous interface (equ. (13» state that:
Go,p(n) (Ro) = G·,p(n) (Ro)
-J J -3+1 J
The combination of the last two equations yields
(22)
(23)
(24)
where H·op(n) is a 8x8 complex matrix. The same operation can be repeated for a unit
composed of only (I( - 1) elastic layers, ranging from j = k + 1 to j = [( + k - 1
leading to
(25)
where HooE(n) is a 6x6 complex matrix.
Any combination of the previous equations allows the computation of the dispersion
and attenuation characteristics of any mode as well as of the synthetic microseismo-
grams as it is shown in the following.
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Period Equations
Five different configurations, leading to eight models, are thereafter analyzed. They
correspond to the more usual situations (more or less well modeled ... ) that might be
encountered. We let the reader define other combinations. The dispersion relations
are obtained by finding values of the (angular) frequency and the phase velocity (or
axial wavenumber) for which the period equations hold true.
Well bonded saturated porous and/or elastic layers
The surrounding formation can be a single semi-infinite layer or radially layered. Such
a model allows the analysis of the wavefields in the presence of a damaged or flushed
zone, or when the ·borehole is well cased.
When the formation is composed of only M saturated porous layers, the borehole
wall can be either permeable (Equ. (19», allowing fluid :flow effects, or impermeable
(Equ. (20». For both situations, the displacement-stress vector of the formation at
the borehole wall (Le., at r = R1 ) is given by equation (24) with m = 1. The period
equations are then, with a permeable borehole wall,
M
(n) .r(n) _ ",(n)
-1 a.l - L..l ,
and with an impermeable borehole wall,
AA(n) .r(n) _ ",(n)
_~_ 1.::L2 -.1::-2 ,
(26)
(27)
where Min) and MJ.n) are 5x5 complex matrices,
.r(n) _ .An) _ (A(n) 13(n) 13(n) jj(n) p(n))T and ",(n) - ",(n) - (0 0 0 0 O)T
at -.0L2 - l' 1M' 2M' M' M , L.l - L..2 - , , " .
If the formation is composed of only (K - 1) elastic layers, the period equation is
obtained by setting equation (18) at r = R1 , using equation (25) with k = 1 for the
displacement-stress vector of the surrounding formation. One then obtains a matrix
equation which can be written as:
(28)
where ,MJn) is a 4x4 complex matrix, .!iln ) = (Ain ), 13f), jjf), pj;')t, and :cln ) =
(0,0,0, Of.
It is easy to combine these two situations. In the following, only investigated is the
case for which the saturated porous layers make the outermost part of the formation.
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Assume that (I( - 1) elastic layers (steel and cement or mud cake, for example) are
located between the bore fluid and M saturated porous layers. The period equation
is obtained by setting equations (18) at r = R1 using equation (25) with k = 1 as
previously, and equations(15) at r = RK using equation (24) with m = K. The period
equation is then of the form:
~n) llin ) = Pin) , (29)
where M\n) is a llxll complex matrix,
,r(n) _ (.i1(n) .i1(n) B(n) ten) D(n) ken) Fen) B(n) B(n) D(n) p(n))T. d
il.Ll - l' K' K' K' K' K' K' lK+M' 2K+M' K+M' K+M an
Pin) = (0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0, of.
Unhanded elastic and saturated porous layers
Casing may be not a successful operation. As a result, the cement layer may be not
well bonded either to the steel casing or to the formation. Such situations are modeled
through the introduction of a (micro annulus) external fluid layer (Tubman, 1984;
Schmitt and Bouchon, 1985; Tubman et a!., 1986; after Chang and Everhart, 1983).
In order to not loose any generality, let us consider an external fluid layer of index
L within (I( - 1) elastic layers, assuming that the outermost part of the formation is
composed of 111 saturated porous layers.
Let us first consider the case where the external fluid layer is not in contact with a·
saturated porous layer (i.e., 2 < L < K). The period equations is obtained by setting
the boundary equations (18) successively at r = R1, RL_1 and RL respectively with
{
L-2
c-.p;(n) (R ) = II T·;p;(n) (R-_ )
-2 1 ~ J 1j=2
and
[T·:E(n) (R.)] -I} T ..p;(n) (R _ ) X ..E(n)-:1 3 --:£-1 L 2 -L-1 , (30)
{
K-l }
..p;(n) ..p;(n) ••E(n) -1 ..E(n) ..E(n)G[,+1 (RL) = II T j (Rj_l) [Tj (Rj)] T K (RK-l) X K . (31)j=L+l
At r = RK, one sets the boundary equations (15) using equation (24) with m = K.
The final result is a matrix equation of the 19th order:
(32)
where ~n) is a 19x19 complex matrix,
Ar(n) _ (.i1(n) .i1(n) B(n) ten) D(n) ken) Fen) A"(n) B(n) .i1(n) B(n) ten) D(n)
~ - l' £-1' £-1' L-1' £-1' £-1' £-1' L' L' K' K' K' K'
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-en) -en) -en) -en) -en) -(n))T
EJ( , FJ( , B1J(+M' B 2J(+M' DJ(+M' FJ(+M and
rin ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, of.
If no saturated porous layer is present, the period equation is given by neglecting
the boundary conditions at r = RJ(, so that the above matrix equation reduces to the
12th order, i.e.,
(33)
where ~n) is a 12x12 complex matrix,
A(n) _ (A(n) A(n) B(n) ten) D(n) ten) pen) A(n) B(n) B(n) D(n) p(n))T
i.L.6 - l' £-1' £-1' £-1' L-l' £-1' £-1' L' L' K' K' K
and 12.\n) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, of.
When the M saturated porous layers are present, the external fluid layer can be
in contact with the inner one (Le., for L = K). With a permeable interface located
at r = RJ( = RL, the period equation is given by equation (30) and by setting the
boundary conditions (19) at r = RL, using equation (24) with m = L. One then
obtains: .
M(n) .r(n) _ ",(n)
-'=='7- 1.!L7 - i:-7 , (34)
where ~n) is a 13x13 complex matrix,
• An) _ (A(n) A (n) B(n) c- (n) D(n) E-(n) F- (n) A (n) B(n) B(n) B(n)
.0L7 - l' L-l' £-1' £-1' £-1' L-l' £-1' L' L' lL+M' 2L+Ml
- (n) - (n) ) T (n) TDL+M , FL+M and 12.7 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) .
When the fluid-porous interface is sealed, the continuity equations at r = RL have
to be replaced by the equations (20), leading to the new period equation
(35)
where ~n) is a 13x13 complex matrix, .tiJn) = liJ"n) and rln ) = rln ).
Synthetic Microseismograms
The calculation of full wave synthetic microseismograms in the borehole with respect
to a nth order multipole point source requires the determination of the weighting
coefficient A\n). This is achieved by solving the systems deduced from the period
equations with non-zero second members Eln). These last are obtained through the
introduction of the radial displacement and stress (uJn) and <7~n)) radiated by the source
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at the borehole wall (evaluated from the displacement potential given by equation (1)
using equations (3)). For the examples previously described, this yields:
E.\n)
E.~n)
tin)
=
Pin)
=
tin)
=
tin)
=
E.~n.) =
(_u(n) _a(n) °° a(n»)T (36)s' S", 5
( _u(n) _a(n) °° 0) T (37)5' s'"
( _u(n) _a(n) °0) T (38)s' 5" ,
(-uSn), _a;n), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, °t (39)
( -uSn), _a;n), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) T (40)
( -uSn), _a;n), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, °t ' (41)
tin) = (-uSn), -aln), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,t (42)
With a multipole point source, the analysis is limited to the study of the wavefields
on the axis of the borehole. It is assumed that pressure sensors are used if the source
is a monopole, that displacement sensors are used if the source is a dipole, and that
gradients of the displacement are sensed for multipole source of higher order. The
solution is then
with a monopole source,
(0) 1+00 () 0 1+00 1+00 -(0) Ok °P, (z, t) = -00 S(w)D 0 (w)e,wtdw + -00 -00 A, S(w)e' ze,wtdkdw,
with a nth order multipole source:
(43)
Re\n)(z,t) = 1:00 S(w)D(n)(w) eiwtdw+1:001:00 ~! (kP~Ror il.\n)S(w)eikzeiwtdkdw,
(44)
where S(w) denotes the source spectrum and D(n)(w) is the source contribution, Le.,
c~ being the binomial factor.
Whatever the nature of the inner layer, the boundary conditions, and the order of
the source, the reflected wavefield has a contribution from a branch point related to
the bore fluid velocity. This fluid branch point contribution precisely cancels the direct
arrival from the source.
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The full integration can be performed using the discrete wavenumber method (
Bouchon and Aki, 1977). When a saturated porous layer is present, the (quasi) Pz
wave is associated with a low phase velocity and is inhomogeneous in most of the
practical situations. It cannot be critically refracted at the borehole wall and thus
cannot be recorded.
The full waveforms are composed of several wave types which interfer due to over-
lapping. "Mode by mode" analysis can also be performed. The body waves are as-
sociated with branch points. Their contribution to the wavetrains can be evaluated
using a contour integral along a' branch cut in the complex axial wavenumber plane
(Peterson, 1974; Tsang and Rader, 1979; Kurkjian, 1985; Paillet and Cheng, 1986).
The modes correspond to poles whose contributions can be evaluated using the residue
theory (Kurkjian, 1985; Burns, 1986). However, rippling artefacts may be obtained for
the modes that do have a low cut-off frequency or coalesce with a branch point.
Sensistivity Coefficients
Guided modes propagation is complex. In order to gain a better understanding of the
effects of the isotropic elastic layers parameters, Cheng et al. (1982) and Burns (1986)
used the variational principle to analytically derive the normalized partial derivative
of phase velocity with respect to body wave velocity (i.e., the partition coefficient) for
any guided mode generated by a monopole point source. For small values of temporal
Q-l, the attenuation of a guided wave can then be represented by the sum of the layer
attenuation values weighted by their respective partition coefficients (Anderson and
Archambeau, 1964; Aki and Richards, 1980). Burns and Cheng (1987) used such a
definition to derive an attenuation inversion process, the partition coefficients being
also a measure of the fractional strain energy of a guided mode.
In the present paper, we just define the frequency dependent sensitivity coefficients
as:
x 8c
SAc) = --8 '
c x
(45)
where c is the guided mode phase velocity, and x is a stiffness constant of either the
skeleton of a transversely isotropic saturated porous layer or of a transversely isotropic
elastic layer. For an isotropic layer, x stands for JIb or Ab + 2JIb, JIb and Ab being
the Lame coefficients. Their variations are then analogous to those of the partition
coefficients, weighted by the density effects. The calculation is performed numerically
although analytical expressions can be derived for a transversely isotropic elastic layer
(see Ellefsen and Cheng, this issue).
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we analyze the wavefields generated by monopole and dipole sources
in various configurations including transversely isotropic saturated porous virgin for-
mations. The study focuses on the effects of the transversely isotropic permeability
and the anisotropy of the skeleton on the interface and guided waves when the bore-
hole wall is either impermeable or permeable. It is achieved through the computation
of dispersion and attenuation curves of the modes in presence, sensitivity coefficients
with respect to the stiffness constants of the skeleton(s), and full waveform synthetic
microseismograms. Both cases of a fast and a slow formation are investigated for the
simple hole model.
Any pole (I.e., the Stoneley wave, the flexural wave, the pseudo-Rayleigh modes
and the trapped modes) corresponds at a given frequency to a complex wavenumber
root (k = Re(k) + ilm(k)) of the period equations. Its phase velocity (c) is equal
to w/Re(k) while its attenuation (Q-l) is equal to 2Im(k)/Re(k). The so defined
attenuation then corresponds to the spatial Q-l (Aki and Richards, 1980). In every
dispersion figure, the phase and group velocities are normalized with respect to the
bore fluid velocity which is water.
As already mentioned, the partial derivatives of the phase velocity with respect to
the stiffness constants of a skeleton are numerically evaluated. Although not normal-
ized, the obtained values are consistent from one case to another.
All synthetic microseismograms have been evaluated in the frequency range [0, 21]
kHz and have been computed at 256 points in time. The source waveform is a non-
zero phase Ricker wavelet. On each figure, the scaling coefficient at the upper left of
a wavetrain gives the relative value of the peak amplitude compared to the maximum
of the whole series denoted by 1.00. The indicated arrival times have been computed
using ray theory. When impossible, the indicated times correspond to the offset divided
by the wave velocity. Only (large) iso-offset comparisons are displayed. It is of course
understood that the larger the number of recievers and the offset range, the better.
Table 1 gives the physical parameters of the saturated porous formations used in
this study. Table 2 gives the characteristics of the (quasi) body waves in the low
freq uency range for horizontal and vertical propagation. They correspond to those of
equivalent elastic formations whose density are Pi = (1- ip)PSj + ipPfj' The parameters
of the simple isotropic elastic layers are given in Table 3. The pore shape considered
in each principal direction is the unidirectional cylindrical duct model (see Part I), so
that the critical frequency along the ith one is given by:
(46)
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Unless specified otherwise, both horizontal and vertical tortuosities are equal to 1 and
the saturant fluid is water. Although the saturant fluid mobility (i.e., the permeability
to the saturant fluid viscosity) is the key factor, we will refer to the only permeability.
No anelastic attenuation is taken into account. Whatever the example, the borehole
radius is 10 cm while the multipole separation (Le., Ro) is equal to 1 cm.
We recall that the SH-wave is affected by the only horizontal permeability, what-
ever its angle of propagation. When only the permeability tensor is transversely
isotropic, the quasi PI-wave and quasi SV-wave behaviors in the low and high fre-
quency range of the saturated porous formation can be approximated by considering
an effective permeability defined as a function of the angle of propagation with respect
to the vertical ('Ij;) (see Part I):
(47)
and
(48)
On the other hand, whatever the frequency, the quasi PI-wave, quasi SV-wave and
SH-wave velocities are primarily governed by the anisotropy of the skeleton.
Simple Open Hole Model
Fast formation. Monopole source
In the presence of a fast formation, a usual monopole (axisymmetric) source excites
two types of guided waves: the Stoneley wave and the pseudo-Rayleigh wave. The last
is composed of an infinite number of modes, each having a low cut-off frequency that
increases in frequency with each higher mode. Only the first one is considered as it is
the principal contributor in most of the actual recorded wavetrains.
The formation considered is a water saturated sandstone whose porosity is 15%.
The anisotropy of the skeleton has been introduced by increasing the horizontal P-
wave velocity by :e5% and the horizontal S-wave velocity by :e12% (see Table 1).
The horizontal and vertical permeabilities are respectively equal to 1 darcy and 100
mdarcies so that the associated critical frequencies are equal to 18.142 kHz and 181.42
kHz, respectively.
When displayed, the iso-offset (z = 5m) comparison is performed between the
waveforms computed in the presence of a saturated porous formation with (1) an
isotropic skeleton and isotropic 100 mdarcies permeability; (2) an isotropic skeleton
and isotropic 1 darcy permeability; (3) an isotropic skeleton and transversely isotropic
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permeability (1 darcy in the horizontal plane, 100 mdarcies in the vertical direction);
and (4) a skeleton and a permeability tensor both transversely isotropic.
Stoneley wave. Impermeable borehole wall.- In the presence of complete
isotropic saturated porous formations, the phase and group velocities of the Stone-
ley wave are practically unaffected by any permeability variation when the pores are
sealed at the borehole wall. Only its attenuation varies, correlatively with the for-
mation shear wave attenuation. A simple transversely isotropic permeability mainly
leads to an anisotropy of the quasi body wave attenuations (see PartI). It thus only
affects the attenuation of the interface wave, analogously to an isotropic permeability
variation from which it cannot be differentiated. Figure 1 illustrates this behavior.
The calculations have been performed with isotropic permeabilities equal to 1 darcy
and 100 mdarcies, and when these last refer either to the horizontal plane and the
vertical direction. The high frequency attenuations associated 'with the transversely
isotropic permeabilities vary as the quasi SV-wave attenuation, defined for a small
angle of propagation with respect to the vertical.
In the presence of the completely anisotropic saturated porous formation, compared
to the complete isotropic case with a 1 darcy permeability, Stoneley wave reverse dis-
persion is shifted toward higher values, with a difference that decreases. with increasing
frequency (Figure 2). Such a behavior is analogous to that in the presence of simple
tranversely isotropic elastic formations (White and Tongtaow, 1981; Tongtaow, 1982)
and characterizes the low frequency coupling of the interface wave with the horizontally
propagating SH -wave. The zero frequency limit of both phase and group velocities is:
lim cST(Imp) = cpd1 + Pl cpi!doo,)-l/2w_o
= CPl (1 + Pl cPi!coo,)-l/2
(49)
which is independent from any permeability as well as of the saturant fluid, similarly
to the isotropic case.
The attenuation is representative of the quasi SV-wave "effective" permeability,
slightly less than that with an isotropic skeleton (Figure 1). It is also much less than
the corresponding shear wave attenuation.
The variations as a function of frequency of the sensitivity coefficients allow a
quantification of the previous observations (Figure 3). Over 80% of the sensitivity
refers to the bore fluid in the entire frequency range, emphasizing a poor coupling of
the interface wave with such a fast formation. The shear motion in the formation only
corresponds to ::: 15%, maximum in the quasi-static range where it is associated with
the only CBB (.i.e, the horizontally propagating SH-wave). With increasing frequency,
the sensitivity with respect to Coo decreases, contrary to that with respect to C44 which
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thus domiantes above :::::8 kHz. Starting at zero in the quasi-static range, the amount of
compressional motion in the formation gradually increases with frequency, but never
exceeds 5%, distributed among C11, C33 and C13 by decreasing order of magnitude.
Similar results are obtained with a transversely isotropic elastic formation. Because of
the boundary condition which imposes no relative motion between the two phases of
the saturated porous formation, the sensitivity coefficient with respect to the saturant
fluid properties is practically zero over the entire frequency range. In accordance with
the increase in the horizontal stiffnesses, the sensitivity with respect to the bore fluid
is increased compared to the isotropic situation (Figure 4): more of the interface wave
energy travels into the bore fluid. At the same time, the overall sensitivities with
respect to the shear and compressional stiffnesses are decreased.
Figure 5 shows the iso-offset comparison (z = 5m) of the synthetic microseismo-
grams computed with a 1 kHz source center frequency (the arrows indicate the arrival
time as computed from equ. (49»). The variations of the amplitude maxima are rep-
resentative of the (quasi) body wave attenuations, slightly weighted by the stiffnesses
variations. They also indicate an increase of the Stoneley wave low frequency excita-
tion. However, because of the poor coupling with the formation, such small amplitude
(and attenuations) variations will be superseeded by any anelastic attenuation in the
bore fluid and/or in the skeleton. Hence, only the anisotropy of the skeleton may be a
reliable information in such a situation.
Stoneley wave. Permeable borehole wall.- When the pores are open, a fluid
flow takes place at the interface, resulting from the pressure continuity between the bore
and saturant fluids, and the balance of the fluid volume (equ. (19». In the presence
of completely isotropic formations, most of the effects are known to be concentrated
in the low frequencies where the interface wave energy is maximum and Darcy's law
is the dominant phenomenon: the formation behavior is governed by a homogeneous
diffusion equation in pore pressure (Chandler, 1981; Chandler and Johnson, 1981). In
such a low frequency range (i.e., up to ::::: 5 kHz), the flow results in a decrease of
the phase (and group) velocity of the Stoneley wave, and in an important increase of
its attenuation. Correlatively, its energy decreases and its useful part is relegated in
a narrower low frequency band (Schmitt, 1986b). For given isotropic formation and
saturant fluid, the effects increase with the permeability. These effects also increase
with increasing porosity, all other parameters being kept constant. This is related
to an increase of the fluid volume, so that more of the energy is transmitted to the
saturant fluid in the low frequency range.
The analysis of the sensitivity coefficients variations bring insights in the physics of
Stoneley wave propagation with a permeable borehole wall. In the quasi-static range
(Figure 6, up to 1 kHz), the sensitivity with respect to C66 tends to zero, contrary to
that with respect to the saturant fluid, C11, and, in a lesser extent, C13 and C33, which
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(50)
increases (see Figure 3). At the same time, the sensitivity with respect to the bore
fluid slightly decreases (both in absolute and relative values). Stoneley wave is then
representative of a radial compressional motion. Such a behavior is associated with a
diffusion process.
Considering only radial (Le., horizontal) propagation, the quasi-static limit of
Stoneley wave phase velocity can be easily evaluated. In such a direction, the zero
frequency limit of the diffusive compressional wave of the second kind is (see Part I):
-H -
• 2 k dll1(.-Q~ H
lim cPH = 2w -2 - = 2WOD ,
w_o '7'P dll + 1(. + 2Q1
where the subscript 2 referring to the formation has been omitted for clarity. 0}5 is a
kH
diffusivity coefficient, less than the diffusivity within a rigid body Of{ = --':;-PjCp}.
'7'P
Following Chandler (1981) and Chandler and Johnson (1981), the homogeneous dif-
fusion equation which governs the porous formation in the quasi-static range (Le.,
neglecting the inertial terms) may then be written in the radial direction:
OH\72p = 8pD 8t' (51)
where \72 is the Laplacian in the cylindrical coordinates system and p is the pore fluid
pressure. Then, following the developments of White (1983), as suggested by Norris
(1986) in the isotropic case, the quasi-static limit of the Stoneley wave phase velocity
IS:
-1/2
(52)
where J(n denote nth order modified Bessel functions of the second kind. The supple-
mentary term compared to the limit when the pores are sealed (equ. (49)), is of the
2P1CP~1. .form . R Z' where Z IS the borehole wall Impedance.
,w 1
Similarly to the complete isotropic case (Norris, 1986), this limit is exact only up to
:e 1 kHz, i.e., as long as the inertial forces do not play any role. In a higher frequency
range (Figure 7), the overall variations and distribution of the senstivity coefficients
are very similar to those obtained when the pores are sealed. Little differences can be
noticed, mostly in absolute value (see Figures 26a-h for more details). Also, the cross-
over between the sensitivities with respect to C66 and C44 occurs at a lower frequency.
(
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The quasi-static limit of Stoneley wave phase velocity only involves the horizontal
permeability which also controls the attenuation. This is illustrated by the calcula-
tions performed up to 5 kHz with an isotropic skeleton (Figure 8). Both velocities
and attenuations relative to transversely isotropic permeabilities are little differenti-
ated (only over 2 kHz) from those obtained with an isotropic permeability equal to the
horizontal one. The frequency range of validitity of the only horizontal permeability
effects increases with decreasing horizontal permeability, i.e., with increasing horizon-
tal critical frequency (equ. (48)), so that the horizontal inertial forces are negligible
over a wider frequency range. Such effects hold in the same way for any saturant
fluid, the pore fluid mobility (I.e., icH /TJ) being the key factor.· In addition, the more
compressible the saturant fluid, in absolute value and compared to the bore fluid, the
greater the effects of the driving phenomenon over a wider frequency range (Schmitt,
1986b). Such an effect can be characterized by the diffusivities ratio elf /ef{ which
qualita.tively expresses the amount of energy transmitted to the saturant fluid in the
very low frequency range (the greater, the larger the relative motion between the two
phases). Higher in frequency (Figure 9), both velocties and attenuations vary as a
function of the "effective" permeability defined for the quasi SV-wave for a small an-
gle of propagation. With high horizontal permeability, the phase velocity may even be
greater than when the pores are sealed.
Figure 10 shows the dispersion and attenuation ofthe interface wave in the presence
of the complete transversely isotropic formation compared to the isotropic case with a
1 darcy permeability. The differences between the phase velocities are representative of
the sensitivity with respect to C66 while the low frequency attenuation is representative
of the horizontal permeability. However, the relative decrease of the phase velocity is
slightly more important when the formation is transversely isotropic (see Figure 2).
This is in accordance with a stiffer skeleton in the radial direction: the Stoneley wave
is less coupled to the formation (Figure 11) so that it is more affected by any fluid
motion. Correlatively, its attenuation is then little enhanced.
In the time domain (Figure 12a) where the decrease of the interface wave energy
is indicated by that of the maximum of the whole series compared to the sealed pores
situation (Figure 5), the relative variations of amplitude also emphasize the predomi-
nant role of the horizontal permeability in the low frequency range (the source center
frequency is 1 kHz). Any permeability estimation based on the Stoneley wave char-
acteristics (e.g., Burns et a!., 1987) will then refer to this parameter. Although weak
in the present example, the effects of the transverse anisotropy of the skeleton are still
detectable, even with a slightly higher source center frequency (3 kHz, Figure 12b).
The reliability of the horizontal permeability (relative) determination then needs the
knowledge of the transverse isotropy of the skeleton, especially if it is based on the
phase velocity variations. The use of the attenuation variations requires information
about any (anisotropic) anelastic attenuation.
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Pseudo-Rayleigh mode.- The pseudo-Rayleigh modes can be identified as a hy-
bridization of surface waves and multiple reflected waves (associated with proper res-
onances of the borehole), the cut-off frequency corresponding to the case of critical
refraction (Paillet and White, 1982; Schmitt and Bouchon, 1985). The shear wave in-
volved at the cut-off frequency is thus the vertically propagating, horizontally polarized
SV-wave (SV H), which only excites the horizontal permeability (see Part I).
Figure 13 shows the dispersion and attenuation of the first pseudo-Rayleigh mode
compared to those obtained with a complete isotropic 1 darcy formation when the
borehole wall is impermeable (a) and permeable (b). The increase in the horizontal
P-wave and S-wave of the skeleton leads to a shift toward higher frequencies of the
low cut-off frequency and to a decrease of the Airy phase (similarly to the isotropic
case, the borehole wall is stiffer). The overall dispersion is little affected and prac-
tically independent from the boundary conditions. The phase (and group) velocities
start at the same formation shear velocity and tend toward that of the bore fluid at
higher frequencies. The attenuation at the cut-off frequency is slightly greater than
for the isotropic case, following the increase with frequency of the SVH-wave in the
low frequency range of the formation behavior. Such a distribution is a function of
the ratio of the critical frequency of the formation in the horizontal direction to the
cut-off frequency of the mode. Contrary to the velocity, the attenuation is sensitive to
the borehole wall conditions. When the pores are open, the attenuation maxima are
greater and located at the Airy phase of the mode which corresponds to the maximum
of excitation. This high frequency behavior emphasizes that the bore fluid penetrates
into the formation, leading to a greater attenuation of the multiple reflected waves.
Similar to the Stoneley wave, the maximum of attenuation, greater in the presence
of the transversely isotropic skeleton which leads to a stiffer borehole wall, is repre-
sentative of the horizontal permeability. As a function of this last parameter, the
distribution of the attenuation maxima may then depends on the ratio of the horizon-
tal critical frequency of the formation to the low cut-off frequency of the mode with
a saturant fluid such as water. Any anelastic attenuation will result in a linear scale
effect of the described attenuation phenomena.
The sensitivity with respect to the stiffness constants are displayed on Figure 14a.
In accordance with the dispersion curves, the sensitivity close to the cut-off frequency
is relative to shear motion associated with C44, while it refers to the bore fluid at high
frequencies. The sensitivities with respect to the other stiffnesses little vary and never
exceeds few percents. The boundary conditions has no' significant effects except on the
very small saturant fluid sensitivity (Figure 14b) following the attenuation variations.
A more compressible and/or less viscous saturant fluid will lead to greater effects (and
values). Figure 15 shows the results obtained with the complete isotropic 1 darcy
formation.
The attenuation and coupling phenomena described in the frequency domain are
(
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easily recognizable in the time domain with a 7.5 kHz source center frequency (Figures
16a, b). Such calculations now exhibit the P wavetrain. The critically refracted P-
wave travels vertically along the borehole wall. It is then the only wave which is
affected by the only vertical permeability (see Part I). However, such an interresting
information will be superseded by any anelastic attenuation. The P-wave leaky modes
have similar behavior than the pseudo-Rayleigh modes, as their phase velocity starts
at the vertically propagating P-wave velocity of the formation and tends toward that
of the bore fluid (see Paillet and Cheng, 1986).
Despite the fact little energy of the mode propagates close to the cut-off frequency,
the most reliable informations are the SVH -wave velocity and attenuation brought by
the low frequency (high velocity) part, regardless of the boundary conditions. Success-
full determinations have been obtained in the presence of isotropic elastic formations
(Burns, 1986). Assuming that a reliable estimation of the horizontally propagating SH
wave can be obtained from the low frequency part of the Stoneley wave, the transverse
isotropy of the skeleton can be detected when the borehole wall is impermeable. When
the borehole wall is permeable, only the attenuation of the shear wave, equal to that
of the horizontally propagating S H wave, is a truly useful information.
Mass coupling coefficient effects.- Increasing the tortuosity in one of the prin-
cipal direction, the associated mass coupling coefficient (p22,) increases and the crit-
ical frequency Ue.) decreases by the same amount. All other parameters being held
constant, all three body waves velocities and attenuations also decrease in the high
frequency range because the saturated porous medium is less biphase. Their charac-
teristics remain unchanged in the low frequency range because of Darcy's law. In the
presence of the transversely isotropic formation, we hereafter consider toruosity values
equal to 1, 2, and 3 in both directions. Effects of the transverse isotropy of the tortu-
osity tensor is also investigated with a horizontal value equal to unity and a vertical
value equal to 2 and 3.
Whatever the tortuosity distribution, the static and low frequency values of the
viscous coupling coefficient (b/(w» remain unchanged. Thus, when the borehole wall is
permeable, the tortuosity has few practical effects on Stoneley wave characterisitics in
the low frequency range of interest (Figure 17a). It is only higher in frequency (Figure
17b, up to 25 kHz) that both the attenuation and the velocity are representative of
the less biphase character of the formation in the horizontal direction. These calcu-
lations also emphasize the very little effects of the vertical properties of the complex
permeability tensor. Similar results are obtained with an impermeable borehole wall.
The pseudo-Rayleigh mode is more affected because of its higher frequency excitation
(Figure 18, the pores are open). With increasing tortuosity in the horizontal direc-
tion, the maximum of attenuation associated with the Airy phase is seen to decrease
both in absolute value and compared to the attenuation at the low cut-off frequency
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which follows the attenuation of the vertically propagating SV-wave. Such a behavior
corresponds, in the horizontal direction, to equal viscous forces which compete with
greater friction forces occuring lower in frequency. Also involved is the decrease of
the ratio between the horizontal critical frequency of the formation and the low cut-off
frequency ofthe mode. Again, the vertical tortuosity does not play any significant role,
emphasizing the coupling with the quasi-vertically propagating SV-wave. In the time
domain, for given formation and source center frequency, the pseudo-Rayleigh wave-
train will be more developed compared to the Stoneley wave pulse with increasing
horizontal tortuosity.
Radius effects.- The borehole radius is known to play an important role upon
the guided wave propagation in the presence of an isotropic formation, either elastic
(Schoenberg et aI., 1981; Cheng and Toksoz, 1981, for example) or saturated porous
(Schmitt, 1986b). In the following we analyzed the results obtained with a 6 cm
borehole radius in the presence of the transversely isotropic formation.
With decreasing borehole radius, the adimensional frequency defined by fa =
f RdCPI remains constant if the frequency is increased by the same amount. Hence,
when the borehole wall is impermeable, the reverse dispersion of the Stoneley wave
decreases, the zero frequency limit of both the phase and group velocities remaining
constant (Figure 19a). The sensitivity coefficients (Figure 19b) are affected by the
same "geometric" phenomenon. Correlatively to the borehole radius decrease, both
the excitation and the energy of the Stoneley wave increase (Tubman et aI., 1984;
Schmitt and Bouchon, 1985). Thus, when the borehole wall is permeable, the phase
velocity more decreases and the attenuation more increases in the low frequencies (Fig-
ures 20a, b, c). Also involved is the increase curvature of the borehole wall. Compared
to the isotropic situations, such effects, which decrease with increasing frequency; are
reinforced by the horizontal stiffnesses increase and enhance the predominant role of
the horizontal permeability.
The behavior of the pseudo-Rayleigh mode is analogous (Figure 21). The low cut-
off frequency is shifted toward higher frequencies with decreasing borehole radius. In
the present example, the attenuation also increases, whatever the boundary conditions.
Various situations may occur, depending on the relative values, compared to the hor-
izontal critical frequency of the formation, of the new cut-off frequency of the mode
and of the new frequency location of its Airy phase when the fluid flow is free.
Any variation of the borehole radius, even smooth and large wavelength, must then
be taken into account in order to avoid any misinterpretation or misdetermination of
the parameters previously studied (see also, Bouchon and Schmitt, 1988).
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Fast formation. Dipole source
In the presence of a fast formation, dipole sources excite two types of waves, similar to
the usual monopole (axisymmetric) source. The zero-th order mode, associated with
a pure bending of the hole and referred to as the flexural mode, is the counterpart
of the Stoneley wave. The higher trapped modes behave very closely like the pseudo-
Rayleigh modes. In the following, we focus on the properties of the flexural mode as
it is the main contributor to the wavetrains at typical frequencies (::;3 kHz) excited by
the shear wave acoustic logging tool (Zemanek et aI., 1984).
Flexural mode.- Figure 22 shows the dispersion and attenuation of the flexural
mode in the presence of the completely transversely isotropic formation compared to
those obtained when the formation is totally isotropic with a 1 darcy permeability,
computed with an impermeable (a) and permeable (b) borehole wall.
The phase velocity starts at the vertically propagating, horizontally polarized SF-
wave (Le., SFH) velocity of the formation and tends towards that of a Scholte wave
(Le., a Stoneley wave propagating at a plane fluid-formation interface). The mode has
no theoretical cut-off frequency. The absence of low frequency continuity on the figure
is due to a coalescence of the pole related to the mode with the SFH-wave branch
point. The excitation curve (e.g., Schmitt et aI., 1987) corroborates this observation
as it sharply drops off on two sides of a peak associated with the Airy phase of the
mode giving in practice a sharp low cut-off frequency. In the remainder of this paper,
we will speak of useful starting energy. The high frequency limit is identical to that of
the Stoneley wave. With such characteristics, it is understandable that the increase in
the horizontal stiffnesses leads to a shift toward higher frequencies and higher values
of the phase velocity compared to the isotropic situation. Whatever the boundary
conditions, the dispersion is little affected.
In the low frequencies the attenuation follows that of the SFH wave of the for-
mation, related to the only horizontal permeability. Higher in frequency and when
the pores are sealed, it is less for the transversely isotropic formation because of a
weaker coupling of the mode with this last. When the pores are open, the attenuation
maximum greatly increases (nearly by a factor of 8), associated with the Airy phase
which corresponds to the maximum of excitation. It is slightly greater in the presence.
of the transversely isotropic formation owing to the stiffnesses variations, similar to
the Stoneley wave. Of course, it is representative of the horizontal permeability.
The sensitivity coefficients (Figure 23a) emphasize the dominant low frequency
dependence with regards to C44 and the high frequency one with regards to the bore
fluid which is more important than in the presence of the isotropic formation (Figure
23b).The other stiffnesses plays little role, mostly around the Airy phase in correlation
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with the beginning of the interface character of the mode. The boundary conditions
have little effects, except with regards to the saturant fluid sensitivity (see Figure 26b),
which is small in absolute value.
With a 1 kHz source center frequency, the synthetic microseismograms are com-
posed of a simple low energy SVH-wave pulse (Figures 24a, b). Its amplitude, which
is independent from the boundary conditions, decreases with increasing shear wave
attenuation and mostly with the shift toward higher frequencies of the useful starting
energy of the flexural mode. Hence, the greater the degree of transverse isotropy, the
lower the amplitude of the shear pulse. Reliable detection then requires high energy
low frequency logging tools. As a function of the offset, the "geometrical spreading"
is known to be proportional to 1/z provided that the shear wavelength is greater than
10 times the borehole radius and that the offset is at least on the order of the shear
wavelength (e.g., Kurkjian, 1986). With a 3 kHz source center frequency (Figures 25a,
b), the waveforms are dominated by the Airy phase of the mode. The variations of the
amplitude maxima are then mainly representative of the SV-wave attenuation and the
boundary conditions, characterizing the only horizontal permeability. Anyanelastic
attenuation in the skeleton and/or in the bore fluid will be superimposed.
The type and usefulness of the informations brought by the low frequency part
of the flexural mode are similar to those brought by the pseudo-Rayleigh mode as
analyzed above. In the case of an important frequency dependece of the horizontal
shear attenuation, the determination based on the flexural mode measurements can be
considered as more valuable.
The low frequency complementarity and high frequency similarity between the
Stoneley wave and the flexural mode are emphasized in Figures 26a to 26g which
display, for both boundary conditions, their sensitivity coefficients with respect to the
bore and saturant fluid Lame coefficients, to C44, C66, Cn, Cl3, and C33, successively.
The transition between the pure flexural and interface behaviors of the flexural mode
is located around its Airy phase. This allows to infer a negligible effect of the only
transversely isotropic permeability. A decrease in the borehole radius will lead to
shift toward higher frequencies of the useful starting energy while an increase of the
horizontal mass coupling coefficient will decrease the attenuation effects related to the
two phase character of the formation.
Trapped mode.- As shown in Figures 27 and 28 with a permeable borehole wall,
the behavior of the trapped mode is analogous to that of the pseudo-Rayleigh mode
(see Figures 13 to 15).
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Slow formation
In the presence of a slow formation, only the fundamental modes are excited. The
porosity of the formation considered is 20%. The transverse isotropy in the skeleton
has been introduced by increasing the horizontal P-wave velocity by ~7% and the
horizontal SH -wave velocity by ~15% (see Tables 1 and 2). The horizontal and vertial
permeabilities are respectively equal to 1 darcy and 100 mdarcies so that the associated
critical frequencies are equal to 21.412 kHz and 214.12 kHz.
In the following, we analyze the behavior of the modes compared to those obtained
in the presence of an isotropic formation whose permeability is 1 darcy. The effects
of the only transversely isotropic permeability are similar to those described for the
fast formation and need not be illustrated. The iso-offset (z = 4m) comparisons of the
synthetic microseismograms refer to the same cases as for the fast formation.
Monopole source.- With such a type of formation, the dispersion of the Stoneley
wave is direct with an impermeable borehole wall (Figure 29). Similar to the fast
formation, the increase of the horizontal stiffnesses increases the phase and group
velocities in the entire frequency range (the effect is even relatively more pronounced,
taking into account the difference in the stiffness increase). The zero frequency limit,
still given by equation (49), is now greater than the vertically propagating, horizontally
polarized, SV-wave velocity. The interface wave is thus leaky in the very low frequency
range, up to ~1.8 kHz. This is emphasized by a slightly greater attenuation below this
frequency for the transversely isotropic formation, while the distribution is reverse
above.
The sensitivity coefficient with respect to C44 is now dominant in the high frequen-
cies emphasizing a better coupling of the interface wave with the formation (Figure
30a). The frequency location of the crossing point with the sensitivity coefficient with
respect to C66 is also lower than in the presence of a fast formation (around 2 kHz, the
extrapolation of the low frequency values is due to numerical instabilities related to
the leaky character of the Stoneley wave), correlatively with a narrower low frequency
excitation. At the same time, the bore fluid sensitivity coefficient, dominant only in the
very low frequencies, decreases with increasing frequency, being less than those with
respect to both shear stiffnesses (Figure 30b illustrates the behavior when the forma-
tion is isotropic). The high frequency attenuation of the Stoneley wave is then greater
than those of the shear waves, the difference decreasing with increasing anisotropy
degree of the surrounding medium, and contrary to the fast formation situation.
When the borehole wall is permeable, the dispersion is more complex (Figure 31).
Because of the fluid flow, which refers to the horizontal permeability, it is reverse in the
low frequencies. In relative values, the phase velocity decreases more in the presence
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of the transversely isotropic formation (so that the interface wave is no more leaky)
and its dispersion becomes direct again at a higher frequency, emphasizing a greater
sensitivity toward the bore fluid motion. Such an enhancement is also characterized by
a greater low frequency attenuation and by the frequency variations of the senstivity
coefficients (Figures 32a, c). Of course, the effects are much less pronounced and last
for a smaller frequency range than in the presence of the fast formation (Figure 32b
compared with Figure 6. See also Figure 8). The high frequency phase velocities are
slightly higher and are associated with a lower attenuation than when the pores are
sealed. Such an attenuation behavior is typical of a water saturation situation. With
a more compressible and less viscous saturant fluid, the attenuation with open pores
at the borehole wall will be greater in the entire frequency range (Schmitt et aI, 1987).
Figures 33 and 34 illustrate in the time domain, with respective 1 kHz and 5 kHz
source center frequencies, the strong sensitivity of the interface wave with respect to
the horizontal stiffness. However, with only monopole measurements, no detection of
the anisotropy degree of the formation can be performed.
Dipole source.- The dispersion and attenuation of the flexural mode, compared
to those obtained in the presence of the 1 darcy isotropic formation are given in Figures
35a, b when the borehole wall is impermeable and permeable, respectively. The general
trends are similar to those described in the presence of the fast formation.
The phase (and group) velocity starts at the vertically propagating, horizontally
polarized SV-wave velocity and decrease with frequency to reach that of a Scholte wave
(Figures 36a, b illustrate the high frequency convergence between the Stoneley wave
and the flexural mode). In accordance with the stiffness variations, the useful start-
ing energy is located higher in frequency when the formation is transversely isotropic,
but at a lower frequency than when the formation is fast. This reinforces again the
need of high energy in the low frequencies for the logging tools. The attenuation is
also representative of the stiffness increase, being lower in the transversely isotropic
situation. Close to the useful starting energy, it follows that of the SVH wave. It
then increases, being slightly more pronounced when the pores are open. Higher in
frequency, it is greater with sealed pores at the borehoel wall, similar to the Stoneley
wave. The frequency location of the crossing point between both boundary conditions
attenuations decreases in the isotropic situation because of the better coupling with
the surrounding medium. It will also decrease with increasing horizontal permeabil-
ity (e.g., Schmitt et a!., 1987). the synthetic microseismograms exhibit no significant
variations of amplitude as a function of the boundary conditions, whatever the source
center frequency (Figure 37 (1 kHz), and Figure 38 (3 kHz)). The maxima of ampli-
tude are lower in the transversely isotropic case in accordance with the shift toward
higher frequencies of both the useful starting energy and the maximum of excibtion,
associated with the Airy phase. With a less viscous and/or more compressible ,e I,,,,, lit
(
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fluid, the attenuation of the flexural mode as a fuction of the boundary conditions will
be analogous to that observed with a fast formation (Schmitt et a!., 1987), similar to
the Stoneley wave.
The sensitivity coefficient with respect to C44 has a dominant role over the entire
frequency range (Figure 39a), similar to that with respect to the shear modulus of an
isotropic formation (Figure 39b). The other stiffnesses have little effects, as well as the
boundary conditions. Such a behavior leads to similar conclusions than for the fast
formation. They are discussed in the next section.
General discussion
When the borehole is impermeable, similar to the elastic situation (e.g., Schmitt,
1987a; Rice, 1987), the transverse isotropy of the skeleton of a formation, fast or
slow, may be detected and evaluated. Such a process needs two steps. The vertically
propagating SV-wave velocity is measured from the low frequency (high velocity) part
of the flexural mode generated by a dipole source (or that of any fundamental mode
generated by multipole source of higher order). In the presence of a fast formation,
the same information can be obtained from the low frequency (high velocity) part
of the pseudo-Rayleigh mode generated by the monopole source. The horizontally
propagating S H -wave velocity is indirectly determined from the very low frequency
limit of the Stoneley wave phase velocity. Such calculations require useful low frequency
energy logging tool, whatever its multipole order and knowledge about the bore fluid
characteristics. Of course, the larger the number of receivers and the offset range, the
better, so that elaborated signal processing techniques such as those based on Prony
method (e.g., Lang et a!., 1987; Ellefsen et aI, 1987) can be performed.
The most difficult step is the inversion of Stoneley wave velocity whose reliability
is strongly dependent on the adequacy of the model used. One has to keep in mind
that the logging tool geometry may significantly affect the zero frequency limit of the
Stoneley wave phase velocity (at least in the order of the sensitivity with respect to
C66 of the formation) and reinforces the role of the borehole radius (e.g., Cheng and
Toksiiz, 1981; Schmitt, 1985). As a reminder, when the tool is rigid, the equation (49)
becomes:
{
R2 }'/2 {1>2 2}-1/2. ,.~ h~hmCST(Imp )=cp, l- R2 l- R2 +-- ,w-+oo 1 1 C662 (53)
where R, denotes the tool radius. When the tool is elastic, the zero frequency limit of
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the Stoneley wave phase velocity is the lowest root the following biquadratic equation
(54)
where CPt, CSt, and Pt denote respectively the compressional and shear velocity and
the density of the too\. The second root is close to the extensional velocity of the tool
given by:
{ 2 2 4 2 2 }1/2CE= (3CPtCSt-4CSt)/(cPt-CSt) . (55)
The Stoneley wave phase velocity evaluated with a steel tool is only slightly lower than
that obtained with a simple rigid too\. Moreover, such a geometry may decrease or
even cancel the low frequency leaky character of the Stonely wave associated with a
slow formation. With a rigid tool whose radius is 4 em, the zero frequency limit is
decreased down to 1171.7 m/s (compared to 1210.1 m/s with the point source model).
With a rubber tool (i.e., CPt = 3350 mis, CSt = 1980 mis, and Pt = 1200 kg/m3 ) of the
same radius, the phase velocity is equal to 1151 mis, practically equal to the vertically
propagating SV-wave velocity (1146.2 m/s).
The small attenuation effects induced by the transversely isotropic permeability
cannot be differentiated from simple variations of those induced by an isotropic per-
meability and will be superseded by any anelastic (anisotropic) attenuation.
When the borehole wall is permeable, the transverse isotropy of the formation
cannot be reliably evaluated. The increase in the horizontal stiffnesses increases the
fluid flow effects on Stoneley wave phase velocity and attenuation which last over a
wider frequency range and primarily refer to the only horizontal permeability. The
only truly useful information brought by the low frequency part of the flexural mode
is the attenuation of the vertically propagating quasi SV wave, equal to that of the
horizontally propagating SH wave and also related to the only horizontal permeability.
In the case of a strongly frequency dependent horizontal shear attenuation, such a data
is more valuable than that brought either by the low frequency part of the pseudo-
Rayleigh mode or of any fundamental mode generated by higher order multipole source
which are located higher in frequency (see, for example, the mass coupling coefficients
effects). Any more or less quantitative estimation of the horizontal permeability hased
on Stoneley wave velocity and attenuation variation may be much more questionable
than in the simple isotropic case, especially when the anisotropy degree of the skeleton
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is important. On the other hand, detection of permeability variation may still be
reasonably performed. It is understood that any borehole radius changes has to be
taken into account.
Invaded Zone
In the following, we investigate the presence of an invaded (damaged) zone when the
formation is fast. Although it may be more complicated than a single layer, only
the configuration inc!uding two coaxial transversely isotropic saturated porous shells
is studied. Following equation (13), the saturant fluid pressures are assumed to be
continuous at the invaded zone-virgin formation interface. The porosity of the supple-
mentary layer and the vertical permeability are equal to those of the fast formation.
The horizontal permeability is decreased down to 500 mdarcies. The saturant fluid is
still water and both horizontal vertical toruosities are equal to unity. The horizontal
and vertical critical frequencies are then respectively equal to 36.284 kHz and 181.42
kHz. With the chosen lower stiffnesses of the skeleton (see Table 1), the low frequency
vertically propagating P and S-wave velocities correspond to a decrease of 9% and 11%
of those of the fast formation while the horizontally ones correspond to a decrease of
11% and 14%, respectively (see Table 2). In the presence of a damaged zone, the inner
borehole radius remains constant (Le., 10 cm). We consider two different thicknesses
of the invaded layer: 3cm and 15 cm. Both boundary conditions are also studied. As
a result, although little compressional energy is carried by the modes, we will display
the sensitivity coefficient with respect to Cn. The dispersion and attenuations are
displayed along with those associated with radially semi-infinite virgin formation and
invaded zone. For the iso-offset comparisons (z = 5m), only the 3 cm thick invaded
zone case is shown along with the two last mentioned.
Monopole source
Stoneley wave.- The dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley wave when the
borehole is impermeable are displayed in Figure 40. Figures 41 and 42 show the sensi-
tivity coefficients for the 3 cm and 15 cm thick invaded zone, respectiveley. Because it
is generated at the borehole wall, and propagates along, the interface wave integrates
the properties of the inner layer even in the very low frequency range, so that the
phase velocity decreases. The sensitivity coefficient with respect to the bore fluid also
decreases, emphasizing a better coupling with the slower inner layer (see Figure 3).
Such effects increase with increasing frequency and increasing thickness of the invaded
zone. Correlatively, the decreasing influence of the virgin formation is relegated to the
very low frequency range. As a result, most of the energy which does not propagates
into the bore fluid refers to the horizontally propagating SH-wave (Le., C66) of the
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inner layer in the low frequencies and to C44 of the same shell higher in frequency.
One can notice that the overall variations of the sensitivity coefficients with respect
to these last two parameters tends to be similar to those in the presence of a slow
formation (see Figure 30). For given thickness and frequency, the described effects will
also increase with decreasing stiffnesses of the inner layer.
When the pores are open, both the lower horizontal permeability of the inner layer
and the stronger coupling of the interface wave with this shell lead to less efficient fluid
flow effects. As a result, the relative decrease of the phase velocity and the increase of
the attenuation in the low frequencies (Figure 43, [0, 5] kHz) are mostly representative
of the inner layer porous properties. The diffusion process, characterized by an increase
of the sensitivity coefficients with respect to the saturant fluid and Cll and by a decrease
of those with respect to Coo and the bore fluid, is seen to refer to the virgin formation
only below 200 Hz with a 3 cm thick invaded zone (Figure 44), less efficiently than in
the simple hole model (see Figure 8). With a greater thickness (Figure 45), the inner
layer controls the diffusion process. The sensitivity coefficient with respect to the
horizontal shear stiffness of the formation is slightly increased. It is only around 30 Hz
that the permeability of the virgin formation plays a weak role. In a higher frequency
range (up to 25 kHz, Figure 46), the phase velocity variations are mostly representative
of the stiffnesses variations, while the attenuations cannot be differentiated from the
one of the invaded zone. The small variations of the sensitivity coefficients (Figure
47 (3cm case), and Figure 48 (15 cm case)) are analogous to those described in the
simple hole section (Figures 9, 26, 32). The synthetic microseismograms computed
with a 1 kHz source center frequency (Figure 49) characterize in the time domain the
predominant effects of the invaded zone.
Pseudo-Rayleigh mode.- Whatever the boundary conditions, the low cut-off fre-
quency of the first pseudo-Rayleigh mode is shifted toward lower frequencies with in-
creasing thickness of the invaded zone (Figure 50a, b). The phase velocity still starts
at the vertically propagating BV-wave velocity of the formation. The attenuation at
the low cut-off frequency then decreases, following the frequency variation of the quasi
body wave in such a frequency range. When the pores are open (Figure 50b), the
attenuation at the Airy phase of the mode is characteristic of the horizontal stiffness
and permeability of the inner layer, similar to the Stoneley wave. As in the open hole
situation (Figure 14), the sensitivity coefficient with respect to C44 of the formation
dominates close to the cut-off frequency while most of the energy travels into the bore
fluid at high frequencies (Figure 51 (3 cm case), and Figure 52 (15 cm case)). The
effects of the invaded zone, mainly characterized by the variations relative to C44, in-
crease and are shifted toward intermediate frequencies with increasing thickness of this
inner layer leading to a less predominant effect of the bore fluid in this frequency range.
In the time domain (Figure 53, the source center frequency is 7.5 kHz), the amplitude
variations are also representative of the coupling with the inner layer, whatever the
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boundary conditions. Because of the large offset and the small thickness of the invaded
zone, the first body wave arrivals are relevant to the virgin formation. One can notice
an increase of the absolutde amplitude of the P wavetrain compared to the simple
virgin formation model. Similar to the isotropic elastic case, this related to a focus of
the energy, associated with a curvature, without rupture, of the quasi P wavefront.
Dipole source
The low frequency part of the flexural mode starts at the virgin formation vertically
propagating SV-wave characteristics (velocity and attenuation) with a shift toward
lower frequencies of its useful starting energy that increases with increasing thickness
of the invaded zone, whatever the boundary conditions (Figures 54a, b). Higher in
frequency, the properties of the mode follow those of the Stoneley wave (see Figure
40). The variations of the sensitivity coefficients (Figure 55 (3 em case) and Figure 56
(15 em case)) also emphasize such a behavior with a decrease of the high frequency
energy traveling into the borefluid correlated with an increase of the invasion zone
effects located around the Airy phase (see Figure 23a). Figures 57 and 58 show the
iso-offset comparison with a 1 kHz and 3 kHz source center frequency, respectively.
They emphasize the need of useful low frequency energy.
Discussion
These calculations show that the determination of both the horizontally propagating
SH-wave velocity and the in situ horizontal permeability of the virgin formation is ill
posed when based on the only Stoneley wave characteristics. Whatever the bound-
ary conditions, the most reliable informations are the vertically propagating SV-wave
velocity and attenuation of the virging formation brought by the low frequency (high
velocity) part of both the pseudo-Rayleigh mode and the flexural mode. This analysis
also emphasizes that the presence of a simple invaded zone, even resulting only from
a permeability contrast, can be sufficient to explain the discrepancy between the mea-
sured permeabilities and the ones derived from the interface wave using a simple hole
model. It is not necessary to consider any questionable pressure boundary conditions
such as the one stated by Deresiewick and Skalak (1963), nor to call only for (unknown)
mud cake effects. One has to keep in mind that the deposit at the borehole wall of
the particles in suspension in the bore fluid may result from, or simply follows, the
invasion process.
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Cased Hole
Schmitt
VVhen the borehole is cased, the formation body wave velocities can still be determined
with more or less difficulty, depending on the quality of the bonding (Tubman, 1984;
Block et a!., 1987). With transversely isotropic formations, these results of course hold
true, referring to the velocities of the vertically propagating quasi P and quasi SV
waves. In the well bonded cased hole situation, when all the interfaces are welded con-
tacts, the Stoneley and guided wave behaviors are also analogous to those observed in
the presence of simple isotropic elastic formations (e.g., Schoenberg et a!., 1981; Tub-
man, 1984; Baker, 1984; Schmitt and Bouchon, 1985; Burns, 1986; and Everhart and
Chang, 1985; Schmitt, 1987c, for the multipole sources). The permeable character of a
saturated porous formation can induce some specific effects only in the unbonded con-
figuration corresponding to the presence of an external fluid annulus located between
the cement and the formation (Schmitt, 1985). In the following, we then investigate the
so called free pipe situation in the extreme case where the cement is totally replaced by
a fluid, considering both boundary conditions at the fluid-formation interface (see equ.
(34) and (35)). As a reference, we first present the well bonded configuration. The
physical properties of the casing and the cement are given in Table 3. Their respective
thicknesses are equal to 1 cm and 3 cm so that the inner borehole radius is decreased
down to 6 cm. The external fluid layer is water. Only the fast transversely isotropic
water saturated porous formation case is considered.
Monopole source
Stoneley wave.- In a well bonded cased hole, Stoneley wave phase velocity dis-
persion is little pronounced (Figure 59). As shown in Figure 60, there is almost no
coupling of the interface wave with the solid layers at very low frequencies as the sen-
sitivity with respect to the bore fluid is increased compared to the simple hole model
(Figure 3). The effects of the formation are very small over the entire frequency range,
while the sensitivity coefficients related to the shear moduli of both the casing and
the cement increase with increasing frequency. At the same time, the sensitivity with
respect to the bore fluid drops out.
Figure 61 shows the dispersion and attenuation of the interface wave in the free
pipe situation for both boundary conditions. The associated sensitivity coefficients are
displayed in Figure 62. When the fluid annulus-formation interface is impermeable, the
phase velocity less varies with frequency than in the previous example. The sensitivity
with respect to the bore fluid, slightly smaller in the low frequencies, more sharply
decreases with increasing frequency to be less than that with respect to the fluid
annulus which dominates at high frequencies. More of the small remaining energy is
coupled to the formation both in the low frequencies (associated with C66) and the
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high frequencies (associated with C44). Correlatively, the sensitivity coefficients with
respect to the shear and compressional properties of the casing are smaller and little
vary with frequency.
When the interface is permeable, the behavior is quite different. The phase velocity
direct dispersion is more pronounced starting at lower values in the low frequencies. It
is associated with a much more important attenuation, greater than in the open hole
model with an impermeable borehole wall (Figure 3), which increases with frequency.
Such a behavior is related to the fluid flow induced at the annulus-formation interface
by the ringing of the casing. In the very low frequencies, the diffusion process leads to
a complete decoupling from the formation. As a result, the sensitivity coefficients with
respect to the casing increase by more than a factor of 2, while those with respect to
the others layers are smaller. The associated lower phase velocity is only apparently
inconsistent: it simply tends toward the phase velocity of an interface wave propagat-
. ing inside a steel pipe embedded in an infinite fluid. With increasing frequency, the
behavior tends to be analogous than when the interface is impermeable, with however
more high frequency energy relative to the fluid annulus.
In addition to the usual Stoneley wave, a second Stoneley wave is generated in
the unbonded configuration (e.g., Tubman, 1984). Figure 63 shows the dispersion
and attenuation of this supplementary annulus mode. As a function of the boundary
conditions, their variations are similar to those of an interface wave in the simple hole
model with a fast formation (see Figures 2 and 11), although the velocity is much less.
The sensitivity coefficients (Figure 64) confirm this observation and clearly indicate
that the mode primarily propagates in the fluid annulus. Compared to the central
Stoneley wave, it is more sensitive to the formation properties. At low frequencies,
when the interface is impermeable, most of the sensitivity refers to the fluid annulus,
while the remaining energy is distributed among C66 of the formation, shear motion
in the casing, the bore fluid, and compressional motion in the casing, by decreasing
order of magnitude. At high frequencies, the mode uncouples from the formation and
is primarily governs by the casing and both fluid layers. When the fluid annulus-
formation is permeable, the variations of the sensitivity coefficients are again similar
to those in the simple hole model (see Figure 10 compare to Figure 4). Above 10 kHz,
the boundary conditions have no practical effects. Such properties
Figure 65 shows the iso-offset (z = 5 m) comparisons of the synthetic microseis-
mograms computed in the free pipe situation for both boundary conditions with a 3
kHz (a) and a 5 kHz (b) source center frequency. The attenuation effects due to the
induced fluid flow when the annulus-formation interface is permeable are clearly de-
tectable. As a result, the second (annulus) Stoneley wave, whose energy is much less
that of the central one and is located in a much narrower low frequency band (e.g.,
Burns, 1986), is present only when the interface is impermeable. In practice, however,
only the attenuation of the usual Stoneley wave is a reliable information.
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Pseudo-Rayleigh mode.- Because of the borehole radius decrease, the low cut-
off frequency of the pseudo-Rayleigh mode is shifted toward higher frequencies when
the cased hole is well bonded. (Figure 66, compared to Figure 13a, and see Figure 21).
Figure 67 shows the variations of the sensitivity coefficients. Similar to the invaded
zone case, the casing and cement layers playa more important role at intermediate
frequencies, leading to a significant decrease of the senstivity with respect to the bore
fluid (see Figure 14a). This last increases again at higher frequencies where the sen-
sitivity with respect to compressional motion in the casing dominates those related to
the formation. Close to the cut-off frequency, most of the wave's energy refer to C44 of
the formation, as usual.
In the free pipe situation (Figure 68), the low cut-off frequency of the mode is shifted
toward lower frequencies compared to the previous situation, and the Airy phase is
lower. The boundary conditions have no significant effects on the dispersion. Similar
to the simple hole case (Figure 13) but in a lesser extent, they lead to an increase of the
maximum of attenuation associated with the Airy phase when the annulus-formation
interface is permeable. The sensitivity coefficients are given in Figure 69. Compared
to the previous example, the ringing of the casing leads to a slightly greater sensitivity
towards the shear modulus of this layer at intermediate frequencies. More energy also
travels into the bore fluid in the same frequency range, while at high frequencies it
decreases owing to the part associated with the fluid annulus.
Dipole source
As in the previous situations, only the flexural mode is studied.
In the well bonded configuration, the borehole radius decrease leads to a shift
toward higher frequency of the useful starting energy of the flexural mode whose phase
velocity is still equal to that of the vertically propagating SV wave of the formation
(Figure 70, compared to Figure 23a). The effects of the non attenuating steel casing
and cement layers at intermediate and high frequencies are emphasized by a sharp
decrease with frequency of the attenuation. The sensitivity coefficients (Figure 71)
emphasize the high frequency interface behavior of the mode through a decrease of the
sensitivity coefficient with respect to the bore fluid (see Figure 60). The maximum
effects of the bore fluid and of the the shear modulus of both the casing and the
cement layer are located around the Airy phase of the mode. At lower frequencies, the
sensitivity with respect to C44 of the formation is dominant. In the time domain, the
frequency shift will result in much less energy contained in the quasi SV-wave pulse.
Replacing the cement elastic layer by a fluid layer (Figure 72), the useful starting
energy is shifted toward lower frequencies, reaching a frequency close to the one in
the simple hole model (Figure 23a), and the dispersion is less sharp. The boundary
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conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface essentially affect the attenuation
which greatly increases when the fluid flow is free, similar to the Stoneley wave (Fig-
ure 61), although it is more important in the frequency range considered. The high
frequency repartition of the sensitivity coefficients (Figure 73a) is also similar to that
of the Stoneley wave (Figure 62) in the high frequencies where most of the energy
travels into the fluid annulus. In the intermediate frequencies (i.e., [5, 10] kHz), the
shear modulus of the casing exhibits the dominant effects. Although the boundary
conditions play little role, one can notice that the differences occur predominantly in
this intermediate frequency range, emphasizing the transition between the flexural and
interface character of the mode correlated with its maximum of excitation. Similar to
the simple hole model, the largest effects of the boundary conditions refer to the small
sensitivity coefficient with respect to the saturant fluid of the formation (Figure 73a,
compared to Figure 26b). In the time domain, the modes associated with the "ringing"
of the casing may lead to a difficult detection of the quasi BV-wave signal.
Discussion
Any effects described in the free pipe situation with a free fluid flow refer to the
horizontal permeability. They will increase with decreasing viscosity and/or increasing
compressibility of the saturant fluid. On the other hand, they will be reduced by the
presence of cement well bonded to the casing in relation with the correlated decrease
of the fluid annulus thickness and the damping of the ringing of the casing. We also
remind that the second Stoneley wave phase velocity and excitation decrease with
decreasing thickness of the fluid annulus.
There is little, not to say none, possibility to extract lithologic information from
the Stoneley wave. Again, only the low frequency (high velocity) part of the pseudo-
Rayleigh and flexural mode contain reliable informations. Contrary, the attenuation
behavior of the three modes, and especially that of the interface wave, may be of
practical interest. Case studies seem to confirm such an assertion.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a general formulation, based on the Thomson Haskell method,
which allows the study of the wavefield generated by any order of multipole source
located in a fluid filled borehole embedded in a multilayered formation. Each layer
can be fluid, elastic or saturated porous, modeled following Biot theory modified in
accordance with homogenization theory. Each shell can be either transversely isotropic
or simply isotropic. In the former case, the vertical axis of the borehole is assumed
to coincide with the axis of symmetry of the formation, common to both the complex
permeability tensor and the skeleton when the layer is saturated porous.
In the simple hole model, when the borehole wall is impermeable, the transverse
isotropy of the skeleton of a fast or slow saturated porous formation may be detected
and evaluated, similarly to the elastic situation. The vertically propagating SF-wave
velocity is measured from the low frequency (high velocity) part of the flexural mode
generated by a dipole source (or that of any fundamental mode generated by a multipole
source of higher order). In the presence of a fast formation, the same information can
be obtained from the low frequency part of the pseudo-Rayleigh mode generated by the
monopole source. The horizontally propagating SH -velocity is indirectly determined
from the very low frequency limit of the Stoneley wave phase velocity. Such calculations
require useful low frequency energy logging tools, whatever their multipole order and
knowledge about the density of the formation and the bore fluid properties. The
logging tool geometry may also be taken into account. The transverse isotropy of
both the permeability and the mass coupling coefficient cannot be detected. The
induced attenuation effects cannot be differentiated from those associated by variations
of simple isotropic parameters. In addition, any anelastic (anisotropic) attenuation will
be superimposed and generally dominant. Finally, the critically refracted P wave is
the only wave affected by the vertical permeability.
With a permeable borehole wall, the fluid flow effects primarily refer to the only
horizontal permeability. The transerse isotropy of the skeleton cannot be anymore
reliably evaluated. An increase in the horizontal stiffness constants increases the fluid
flow effects on the Stoneley wave velocity and attenuation through a decoupling of
the interface wave from the formation. They also last over a wider frequency range.
The only truly useful information brought by the low frequency part of the flexural
mode is the attenuation of the vertically propagating SF wave, equal to that of the
horizontally propagating SH wave and related to the only horizontal components of the
permeability tensor. In the case of a strongly frequency dependent shear attenuation,
such a data is more valuable than that brought by any fundamental mode generated
by multipole source of higher order or by the pseudo-Rayleigh mode because of their
higher frequency location. For example, the value given by the latter can be strongly
affected by the mass coupling coefficient. Any more or less quantitative estimation
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of the horizontal permeability based on Stoneley wave velocity and attenuation may
then be much more questionable than in the simple isotropic case, especially when the
degree of anisotropy is important. However, detection of permeability variation may
still be reasonably performed. It is understood that any change in the borehole radius
must be taken into account.
In the presence of an invaded zone, the determination of both the horizontally
propagating SH -wave velocity and the in situ horizontal permeability of the virgin
formation is ill posed when based on the only Stoneley wave characteristics. This is
related to a stronger coupling of the interface with the inner slower layer, whatever
the boundary conditions. Such effects increase with increasing thickness and decreas-
ing body wave velocities of the invasion zone. A simple permeability contrast can
be also sufficient to explain the discrepancy between the measured permeabilities and
those derived from the interface wave using a simple hole model. It is only in the free
pipe situation with a permeable :fluid annulus-formation interface that the modes, es-
pecially the Stoneley wave and the :flexural mode, may exhibit significant attenuation
characteristic ofthe biphase character of the formation. In any ofthe multilayered con-
figuration, the low frequency part of both the :flexural mode and the pseudo-Rayleigh
mode measures the characteristics of the vertically propagating SV wave of the virgin
formation. Such an interesting information may be however difficult to extract.
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Parameter Fast formation Slow formation Invaded zone
J(s (1010 Pal 3.79 3.5 3.79
Ps (kg/m 3 ) 2650 2600 2650
cf (m/s) 1500 1500 1500
Pf (kg/m3 ) 1000 1000 1000
." (Pa.s) 10-3 10-3 10-3
cn (1010 Pal 3.33725667 0.9568 2.379464
CI3 (1010 Pal 0.91251037 0.23296 0.62415703
C33 (1010 Pal 3.0338697 0.832 2.28753775
C44 (1010 Pal 1.0606797 0.29952 0.841119002
C66 (1010 Pal 1.32258497 0.419328 0.974499474
ep (%) 15 20 15
kh (darcy) 1. 1. 0.5
kv (darcy) 0.1 0.1 0.1
Table 1. Transversely isotropic saturated porous formations parameters.
Formation Direction CPI CSV CSH
of propgation (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)
Fast Vertical 3792.7 2101.2 2101.2
Horizontal 3950.5 2101.2 2349.2
Slow Vertical 2600.5 1146.2 1146.2
Horizontal 2702.4 1146.2 1356.2
Invaded zone Vertical 3458.3 1871.1 1871.1
Horizontal 3522.2 1871.1 2014.0
Table 2. Phase velocities of the quasi body waves in the low frequency range
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Layer cp cs p
(m/s) (m/s) (kg/m3 )
Bore fluid 1500 0 1000
Casing 6096 3352 7500
Cement 2822 1728 1920
Fluid annulus 1500 0 1000
Table 8. Elastic layers parameters.
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APPENDIX A
Elements of the x..TIP(n) Matrix
~J
Before giving the elements of the propagator matrix, a convenient system of notations
for some lengthy expressions of the modified Bessel functions is first outlined. In the
following, qj denotes any radial wavenumber.
For the modified Bessel functions of the first kind:
A 1(qj r)
A2(qj r)
A3 (qj r)
(A - 1)
For the modified Bessel functions of the second kind:
Bl(qj r)
B2(qj r)
B3(qj r)
(A- 2)
The use of the derivatives of the nth order as function of the (n - 1)th and nth
ones presents the advantage of speed and accuracy from the numerical point of view.
The relations hold whatever the value of n because
Ln(qj r) = In(qj r) ,
ICn(qj r) = J(n(qj r) ;
(Abramovitz and Stegun, 1965; Gradshteyn and Rhyzik, 1965).
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Components of U)nJ:
TTIP(n)
= Al(kptlj r) {l + ikYi?} ,11j
TTIP(n)
= Al(kpt2j r) {l + ikYf?} ,12j
TTIP(n) 81(kptlj r) {l + ikYi?} ,l3j
TTIP(n)
= 81 (kp'2j r) {l + ikY{?} , (A - 3)14jTTIP(n) n
= -In(ksHj r) ,l5j r
TTIP(n) n
= -J(n(kSHjr) ,16j r
TTIP(n)
- Al(ksVjr){ik+Yrt} ,17j
TTIP(n) 81(ksVjr){ik+Yft} .18j
Components of V)nJ:
TTIP(n)
= -~In(kPtljr){l+ikY{?} ,21j r
TTIP(n)
= -~In(kP'2j r) {1+ ikYf?} ,22j
TTIP(n)
= -~ J(n(kPtlj r) {1 + ikyfjl} ,23j r
TTIP(n)
= -~ J(n(kP'2j r) {1 + ikyfj2} , (A- 4)24j r
TTIP(n)
- -Al(ksHj r) ,25j
TTIP(n)
= -81(ksHj r) ,26j
TTIP(n)
= -~In(ksVjr){ik+Yfn '27j r
TTIP(n) -~J(n(ksVjr){ik+Yrt}.28j r
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Components of wJn ):
TTlPCn)
31j
TTlPCn)
32j
TTlPCn)
33j
TTlP(n)
34j
TTlPCn)
35j
TTlPCn)
36j
TTlP(n)
37j
TTlP(n)
38j
= In(kptlj r) {ik - kp~lj Yi?} ,
= In(kpt2j r) {ik - kp~2j yfj2} ,
Kn(kptlj r) {ik - kp~lj Yf?}
= Kn(kpt2j r) {ik - kp~2j Yf?} (A - 5)
= 0,
= o,
= In(kSVj r) {-ksh + ikYft}
= Kn(ksVj r) {-ks~j + ikYft} .
T TlPCn)41j
T TlPCn)42j
T
TlP(n)
43j
T TlPCn)44j
TTlPCn)
45j .
T TlP(n)46j
T
TlP(n)
47j
TTlP(n)
48j
¢jA1(kptlj r) {Y4:? -1 + ik (YJ? - Yfj!)}
= ¢jAl(kptW) {Y4j2 -1+ ik (yJj2 - Yij2)}
= ¢jBl(kptlj r) {Y4? -1+ ik (YJ? - Yf?)}
= ¢jBl(kpt2j r) {Y4j2 -1 + ik (YJ:? - Yij2)}
= :i.. (H 1) TTlP
'+'3 Xj - lSi'
= ¢j (xf - 1) Tl'e,;P ,
¢jA1(ksvj r) {ik (Yft - 1) +Yf/ - Yfr}
= ¢jBl(ksvjr) {ik (YfT -1) +YfT - Yfr} .
(A - 6)
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Components of O'~~) + s\n):
, J
Schmitt
r,TIP(n)
=51,j
TTlpe n)
-52j
TTIP(n)
=53j
r,TIP(n)
=54j
TTIP(n)
=55j
r,TIP(n)
=56j
TTIP(n)
=57j
r,TIP(n)
=58j
{ (d ll ; + Q1;) (1+ ikyf:?) kpF1j + ik (d13; + Q3;) (ik - kPF1jyi?)
+ (Q1; + nj) (kpF1j - k2) Y4j1} In(kptlj r) - ~d66; {l + ikyf}} A3(kptlj r) ,
{ (dll ; + Q1;) (1+ ikY{?) kpF2j + ik (d13; + Q3;) (ik - kp;2jYi?)
+ (Q1; + nj) (kp;2j - k2) Y4j2} In(kpt2j r) - ~d66; {l + ikYf?} A3(kpt2j r) ,
{ (dll ; + Q1;) (1+ ikYf?) kpF1j + ik (d13; + Q3;) (ik - kPF1jYi?)
+ (Q1; +nj) (kPF1j _k2) Y4j1} J(n(kptljr) - ~d66; {l + ikYf?}B3(kptljr) ,
{ (dll ; + Ql;) (1 + ikyj/) kpF2j + ik (d13; + Q3;) (ik - kPF2jYi?)
+ (Q1; +nj) (kp;2j _k2) Y4j2} J(n(kpt2jr) - ~d66;{l +ikYf?}B3(kpt2jr) ,
n2d66 · -A2(ksHj r) ,
, r
n2d66; -B2(ksHj r) ,
r
{ (d ll ; + Q1;) (ik + Yfr) ksh + ik (d13; + Q3;) (-kst,.j + ikYfr)
+ (Q1; +nj) (ksh - k2) Yf;V} In(ksvjr) - ~d66; {ik+YfnA3(ksVjr) ,
{ (dll ; + Ql;) (ik+ Yft) kst,.j + ik (d13; + Q3; ~ (-kst,. j + ikYft)
+ (Q1; + nj) (kst,.j - k2) Yfl} J(n(ksVj r) - ;d66; {ik +Yfl} B3(ksvj r) .
(A-7)
Components of O'~~):,
ToTIP(n)
61j
ToTIP(n)
62j
ToTIP(n)
63;
Tl/p(n)
,
ToTIP(n)
65j
ToTIP(n)
66,
ToTIP(n)
67j
r,TIP(n)
68j
= -2; d66; {l + ikYf?} A 2(kptlj r) ,
= -2;d66; {l +ikYf?}A2(kpt2jr) ,
-2; d66; {l + ikYf:?} B2(kptlj r) ,
= -2; d66; {l + ikYf;2} B2(kpt2j r) ,
= -d66; {kS1.r;In(ksHjr) - ~A3(kSHjr)} ,
= -d66; {kSkjJ(n(kSHj r) - ~B3(ksHj r)} ,
= -2; d66; {ik +Yfl} A 2(ksvj r) ,
= -2; d66; {ik +Yfl} B2(ksvj r) ,
(A- 8)
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Components of a~~;:
I:TIPCn)
71j
I:TIPCn)
72j
I:TIP(n)
73)
I:TIP(n)
74j
I:TIPCn)
75j
I:TIPCn)
76j
I:T1P(n)
77j
I:TIPCn)
78j
Components of p)nl :
= d44j {2ik - (kp;lj + k Z) Yfjl} Al (kptlj r) ,
d44j {2ik - (kp;Zj + k Z) YfjZ} Al (kpt2j r) ,
d44j {2ik - (kp;lj + k Z) Yfjl} 81 (kptlj r) ,
d44j {2ik - (kp;Zj + k Z) YfjZ} 81 (kpt2j r) ,
= ik:::'d44j In(ksHj r) ,
r
= ik:::'d44 Kn(ksHj r) ,r J
= d44j {-ks~j - kZ+2ikYfr} Al (ksVj r) ,
= d44j {-ks}j - k Z+ 2ikYft} 81(ksVj r) .
(A- 9)
I:TIPCn)
8lj
I:TIPCn)
=82j
I:TIPCn)
=83j
T,TIP(n)
=84j
I:T1P(n)
85j
I:T1P(n)
=86j
I:T1P(n)
=87j
T,TIPcn)
=S8j
-;j {Qlj (1+ ikYfjl) kp;lj + ikQ3j (ik - kp;ljYfj")
+nj (kp;lj - kZ) Y4?} In(kptlj r),
-;j {Qlj (1+ ikYfjZ) kp;Zj + ikQ3j (ik - kp;ZjYf;2)
+nj (kp;Zj _kZ) Y4:?} In(kpt2jr),
-;j {QI j (1+ ikYfjl) kp;lj + ikQ3j (ik - kp;ljYfj")
+nj (kp;lj _kZ) Y4:?} Kn(kptljr),
-;j {Qlj (1+ ikYf;2) kp;Zj + ikQ3j (ik - kp;ZjYfjZ)
+nj (kp;Zj - kZ) Y4:?} K n(kpt2;r),
o,
o,
- ¢~ {QI j (ik + Yfr) kS}j + Q3jik (-ks~j+ ikYfr)
+nj (ks~j - kZ) Yfn In(ksVj r) ,
-;j {QI j (ik + Yfr) ks~j + Q3j ik (-ks}j + ikYfr)
+nj (ks~j - k Z) Y2iV } Kn(ksVj r) .
(A - 10)
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APPENDIX B
Elements of the T..IP(n) Matrix
~J
The functions A 1 , A2 , A3 ,81 ,82 , and 83 are defined in Appendix A.
Components of u;n):
TIP(n)
= A 1(kp1j r) ,llj
TIP(n)
= A1(kp2j r) ,12J'
TIP(n) 81 (kP1j r) ,13j
TIP(n) 8 1(kp2jr) ,14j (B - 1)TIP(n) n
= -In(ksj r) ,lSi r
TIP(n) n
= - Kn(kSj r) ,16; r
TIP(n)
= ik A1(kSj r) ,17j
TIP(n)
= ik 8 1(ksj r) .l8i
Components of v;n):
XIP(n) n
= --In(kp1jr),21j r
XIP(n) n
= --In(kp2jr) ,22j r
XIP(n) n
-- K n(kp1j r) ,23j r
XIP(n) n
= -- K n(kp2j r) ,24j r (B - 2)
XIP(n)
-A1(ksj r) ,25j
XIP(n)
= -81(ksjr),26j
XIP(n)
= -ik"!!:.In(ksj r) ,27j r
XIP(n)
-ik"!!:. Kn(ksj r) .28j r
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Components of w;n):
-ksJIn(kSj r) ,
-ksJ J(n(ksj r) .
ik In (kPIj r) ,
ik In (kP2j r) ,
ikJ(n(kpIjr) ,
ikJ(n(kp2jr) ,
TIP(n)
31j
TIP(n)
32j
TIP(n)
33;
TIP(n)
34j
T IP(n) = 035; ,
T IP(n) = 036j ,
TIP(n) =
37j
TIP(n) =
38j
(B - 3)
TIP(n)
41j
TIP(n)
42j
TIP(n)
43j
TIP(n)
44j
TIP(n)
45j
TIP(n)
46,.
TIP(n)
47j
TIP(n)
48j
- IP(n)
= <pj(6j-l)Tllj ,
- IP(n)
= <pj(6j -1)TI2 · ,)
- IP(n)
= <Pj (6j - 1) T I3j ,
- IP(n)
= <Pj (6j - 1) T I4j ,
- IP(n) (B - 4)
= <Pj (Xj - 1) TIS ,)
- IP(n)
= <Pj (Xj - 1) T I6j ,
- IP(n)
<Pj (Xj - 1) T 17j ,
- IP(n)
= <Pj (Xj - 1) T ISj .
364
Components of (J"~~J + s}n):
TIP(n)
=51}
Tg'(n)
=,
TIP(n)
=53}
TIP(n)
=54j
r,IP(n)
55j
r,IP(n)
56j
r,IP(n)
57j
r,IP(n)
58,
Components of (J"~;):,
T
IP(n)
61j
T IP(n)62j
T IP(n)63;
T IP(n)64;
r,
IP(n)
65j
T IP(n)66;
T IP(n)67j
r,IP(n)
68,
Schmitt
(B - 5)
(B - 6)
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C f (n)omponents 0 U r ::j :
Components of p)n):
2ikNjA1(kplj r) ,
2ikNjAl(kp2j r) ,
2ikNjB1(kplj r) ,
2ikNjBl(kp2j r) ,
ikN':::'1 (ks' r)J r n J ,
ikN':::' K (ks' r)J r n J ,
-Nj {ksJ + k 2} A1(ksj r) ,
-Nj {ksJ + k 2} Bl(ksj r) .
(B - 7)
TIP(n)
- :j {kpij - k 2} {Qj + Rj6j} In(kPlj r) ,81j
T1P(n)
- :j {kp~j - k 2}{Qj + Rj6j} In(kP2j r) ,82j
T1P(n)
= - :j {kpi j - k 2} {Qj + Rj6j} Kn(kplj r) ,83j
TIP(n)
- :j {kp~j - k 2} {Qj + Rj6j} K n(kp2j r) ,84,- (B - 8)
T1P(n)
= 0,85j
T1P(n)
= 0,86j
T1P(n)
= 0,87j
T1P(n)
= o.88j
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APPENDIX C
Elements of the x.TIE(nl Matrix
~J
The functions Al , A2 , A3 ,81 ,82 , and 83 are defined in Appendix A.
Compon~nts of U}nJ:
TTIE(n)
= Al(kptj r) {I + ik yr} ,llj
TTIE(n)
= 81(kptj r) {I + ik yr}12j
TTIEf.n) n
-In(ksHjr) ,13j r (C - I)TTIFfn) n
= -J(n(kSHjr) ,14j r
TTIEf.n)
= Al(ksVjr){ik+ yfY}l5j
TTIEf.n)
= 81(ksVjr){ik+ yfY} .16j
Components of vJn}:
TTIE(n)
= -; In(kptj r) {1+ ik yr} ,21j
TTIE(n)
= -; J(n(kPtj r) {I + ik yJ}22j
TTIE(n)
= -Al(ksHj r) ,23j (C - 2)TTIE(n)
= -81(ksHj r) ,24j
TTIE(n)
= -;In(ksVjr){ik+ yfY}25j
TTIE(n)
= -;J(n(ksVjr){ik+ yfY} .26j
Components of wJnl :
(C - 3)
= 0,
In(ksvj r){ ik YfY - kS~j}
J(n(kSVj r) {ikYfY -ksh} .
= In(kptj r) {ik - kp~j Yr} ,
= J(n(kPtj r) {ik - kp~j yr}
o,
TTIE(n)
31j
TTIE(n)
32j
TTIE(n)
33j
TTIE(n)
34j
TTIE(n) =
35j
TTIE(n) =
36j
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C f (n)omponents 0 arTj:
TTIE(n)
=41j
TTIE(n)
42j
TTIE(n)
=43j
TTIE(n)
=44j
TTIE(n)
=45j
TTIE(n)
=46j
{clljkp;j {I +ikYJ} +ikC13j {ik- kp;jYJ}} In(kptjr)
-~cOOjA3(kPtjr) {1+ ik yJ} ,
{clljkp;j {I + ik yJ} + ikc13j {ik - kp;j YJ}} Kn(kptj r)
-~cOOjB3(kPtjr) {I + ik YJ} ,
n
2COOj -A2(ksHj r) ,
·r
n
2COOj -B2(ksHj r) ,
r
{clljksfrj {ik+ YfY} + ikc13j {ikYfY -ksfrj}} In(ksvjr)
-~COOjA3(ksVjr){ik+YfY} ,
r .
{clljksfrj {ik+ YfY} + ikc13j {ikYfY -ksfrj}} Kn(ksvjr)
-~COOjB3(ksVjr) {ik + YfV} .
(C - 4)
Components of lT~;):
J
TTIE(n)
51j
'PTIE(n)
.L 52 j
TTIE(n)
53j
TTIE(n)
54j
TTIE(n)
55j
T TIE(n)56·J .
C f (n)omponents 0 (frzj:
= -2;COOj A 2(kptj r){l + ikYJ} ,
-2!:Cooj B2(kptj r) {I + ik y.n '
= -C~j {kSJrjln(kSHj r) - ~A3(kSHj r)} ,
= -COOj {kSJrjKn(kSHj r) - ~B3(kSHj r)} ,
= -2;Cooj A2(ksVjr){ik+ YfY} ,
= -2;CoojB2(ksVj r) {ik + YfY} .
(C - 5)
TTIE(n)
61j
TTIE(n)
62,.
TTIE(n)
63j
TTIE(n)
64j
TTIE(n)
65j
TTIE(n)
66j
= C44j A 1(kptj r) {2ik - YJ {k2 + kp;j}} ,
= C44j B1(kptj r) {2ik - YJ {k2 + kp;j}}
ikc44.!: In(kSHj r) ,
J r
= ikc44·!: Kn(ksHj r) ,
J r
C44j {2ikYfV - k2 - kSfrj}Al(ksVjr),
= C44j {2ikYfV - k2 - kSfr;} B1(ksvjr) .
(C - 6)
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APPENDIX D
Elements of the TfE(n l Matrix
The functions A1 , A2 , A3 ,81 ,82 , and 83 are defined in Appendix A.
Components of U)n):
TIE(n)
= A1(kpjr) ,llj
TIE(n)
= 81 (kpj r) ,12)
T IFfn ) n
= -In(kSj r) ,13i r
T IFfn ) n
= -Kn(ksjr) ,14) r
T IFfn )
= ik A1(ksj r) ,15j
TIE(n)
= ik81(ksjr) .16j
Components of V)n):
']:IFfn) n
= --In(kpjr) ,21j r
']:IFfn) n
= --Kn(kpjr) ,22) r
']:IFfn)
= -A1(kSj r) ,23j
']:IFfn)
= -81(kSj r) ,24j
']:IFfn)
= -ik'!!:..In(ksjr) ,25j r
']:IFfn)
= -ik'!!:.. Kn(kSj r) .26j r
Components of wJnl:
']:IE(n)
= ikIn(kpj r) ,31j
TIE(n)
= ikICn(kpjr) ,32j
']:IE(n)
= o,33;
TIE<n) o,34;
TIE(n)
= -ks] In (ksj r) ,35j
']:IE(n)
= -ks] Kn(ksj r) .36;
(D - 1)
(D - 2)
(D - 3)
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C f (n)ompanents 0 U rrj:
TlE(n)
41j
TIE(n)
42j
TlE(n)
43)'
TlE(n)
44j
TIE(n)
45j
TlE(n)
46]
(D - 4)
Components of (T~;):,
TIE(n)
51j
TIE(n)
52j
T,IE(n)
53j
TIE(n)
54]
T,IE(n)
55j
TIE(n)
56j
C f (n)ornponents 0 (Jrzj:
n
= -2-fLjA2(kpj r) ,
r
n
= -2-fLjB2(kpj r) ,
= -fL:{ksJIn(ksj r) - ;A3(ksj r)} ,
= -fLj {kS;Kn(kSj r) - ;B3(kSj r)} ,
= -2ik~fLjA2(ksj r) ,
r
= -2ik~fLjB2(ksj r) .
r
(D - 5)
T.lE(n) 2ikfLjA1(kpj r) ,61j
T.lE(n)
= 2ikfLjBl (kpj r) ,62]
T.IE(n) ikfLj~In(kSjr) ,63, r (D - 6)
T.lE(n)
= ikfL'~K (ks·r)64j J r n J ,
T,IE(n)
= -fLj (ks; + k2) Al(ksj r) ,65]
T.lE(n)
= -fLj (ks; +k2) B1(ksjr).66;
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Figure 1: Effects of the only transversely isotropic permeability with an impermeable
borehole wall. Dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley wave in the presence of
the water saturated porous fast formation with an isotropic skeleton. The num-
bers indicate the permeability values in darcies. The superscript H and V denote
the horizontal plane and the vertical direction, respectively. The velocities are
normalized with respect to the bore fluid velocity.
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Figure 2: Impermeable borehole wall. Dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley wave
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation
(TIP) and of the isotropic fast formation with a 1 darcy isotropic permeability
(ISO). The velocities are normalized with respect to the bore fluid velocity.
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Figure 3: Impermeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave in
the presence of the transversely isotropic saturated porous fast formation. Ll and
LF refer to the bore and saturant fluid Lame coefficients, respectively. Cll, C13,
C33, C44, and C66 refer to the stiffness constant of the skeleton. These notations
will be used in the subsequent figures as well.
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Figure 4: Impermeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave
in the presence of the isotropic saturated porous fast formation with a 1 darcy
isotropic permeability. M2 and P2 refer to the shear modulus of the skeleton (!'b),
and to Ab + 2!'b, respectively. The number 2 indicates the index of the layer.
Compare with Figure 3.
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Figure 5: Impermeable borehole wall. Monopole source. Iso-offset comparison (z = 5
m) of the synthetic microseismograms obtained at the center of the borehole with
a 1 kHz source center frequency in the presence of the water saturated porous fast
formation with an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 100 mdarcies permeability (Iso.
100.md), an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 1 darcy permeability (Iso. l.d), an
isotropic skeleton and transversely isotropic permeability (1 darcy in the horizon-
tal plane and 100 mdarcies in the vertical direction, i.e., 1. 1dH-100.mdV). Each
wavetrain is normalized with respect to the maximum of the whole series indicated
by max in arbitrary units. The scaling coefficient at the upper left gives the relative
value of the peak amplitude compared to the latter. The arrows indicate the arrival
time of the Stoneley wave computed using the zero frequency limit of the group
velocity (equ. (49)).
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Figure 6: Permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave in
the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation in
the low frequencies.
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Figure 7: Permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave in the
presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation up to
25 kHz. Compare with Figure 3.
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Figure 8: Permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave in
the presence of the isotropic water saturated porous fast formation with a 1 darcy
isotropic permeability. Compare with Figures 4 and 7.
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Figure 14: Sensitivity coefficients for the first pseudo-Rayleigh mode in the presence of
the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation for both boundary
conditions.
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Figure 17: Mass coupling coefficient effects. Dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley
wave with a permeable borehole wall in the presence of the transversely isotropic
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Figure 21: Borehole radius effects. Dispersion and attenuation of the first pseudo-
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Figure 23: Sensitivity coefficients of the flexural mode in the presence of the trans-
versely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation for both boundary condi-
tions (a), and in the presence of the isotropic water saturated porous fast formation
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Figure 24: Dipole source. Iso-offset (z = 5 m) comparison of the synthetic micro-
seismograms obtained with a 1 kHz source center frequency in the presence of the
fast water saturated porous formation with an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 100
mdarcies permeability (Iso. 100.md), an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 1 darcy
permeability (Iso. l.d), an isotropic skeleton and transversely isotropic permeabil-
ity (1 darcy in the horizontal plane and 100 mdarcies in the vertical direction, i.e.,
1. IdH-I00.mdV). The borehole wall is impermeable (a) and permeable (b). Each
wavetrain is normalized with respect to the maximum of the whole series indicated
by max in arbitrary units. The scaling coefficient at the upper left gives the rela-
tive value of the peak amplitude compared to the latter. The arrows indicate the
vertically propagating SV-wave arrival time computed using ray theory.
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Figure 25: Same as Figure 24 with a 3 kHz source center frequency.
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Figure 27: Dispersion and attenuation of the first trapped mode in the presence of the
transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation when the borehole wall
is permeable, The velocities are normalized with respect to the bore fluid velocity,
Compare with Figure 13b,
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Figure 28: Sensitivity coefficients for the first trapped mode in the presence of the
transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation when the borehole
wall is permeable. Compare with Figure 14a.
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Figure 29: Impermeable borehole wall. Dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley
wave in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous slow
formation (TIP) and the isotropic formation with a 1 darcy isotropic permeability
(ISO). The velocities are normalized with respect to the bore fluid velocity.
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Figure 30: Impermeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated slow formation (a)
and the isotropic formation with a 1 darcy isotropic permeability (b). In the case
(a), the low frequency values have been extrapolated due to numerical instability
related to the leaking character of the interface wave (see Figure 29).
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Figure 31: Same as Figure 29 with a permeable borehole wall.
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Figure 32: Permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients for the Stoneley wave in
the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated slow formation (a, b) and
the isotropic formation with a 1 darcy isotropic permeability (c). Compare with
Figure 30.
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Figure 33: Monopole source. Iso-offset (z = 4 m) comparison of the synthetic micro-
seismograms obtained with a 1 kHz source center frequency in the presence of the
slow water saturated porous formation with an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 100
mdarcies permeability (Iso. 100.md), an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 1 darcy
permeability (Iso. lod), an isotropic skeleton and transversely isotropic permeabil-
ity (1 darcy in the horizontal plane and 100 mdarcies in the vertical direction, i.e.,
I. 1dH-100.mdV). The borehole wall is impermeable (a) and permeable (b). Each
wavetrain is normalized with respect to the maximum of the whole series indicated
by max in arbitrary units. The scaling coefficient at the upper left gives the relative
value of the peak amplitude compared to the latter. The arrows indicate the arrival
time of the interface wave computed using the zero frequency limit of the group
velocity (equ. (49)).
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Figure 34: Same as Figure 33 with a 5 kHz source center frequency.
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Figure 35: Dispersion and attenuation of the flexural mode, when the borehole wall is
impermeable (a) and permeable (b), in the presence of the transversely isotropic
water saturated porous slow formation (TIP) and the isotropic formation with a 1
darcy isotropic permeability (ISO). The velocities are normalized with respect to
the bore fluid veloci ty.
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Figure 36: Comparison of the dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley wave (St.)
and the flexural mode (Flex.) in the presence of the transversely isotropic water
saturated porous slow formation when the borehole wall is impermeable (a) and
permeable (b),
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Figure 37: Dipole source. Iso-offset (z = 4 m) comparison of the synthetic micro-
seismograms obtained with a 1 kHz source center frequency in the presence of the
slow water saturated porous formation with an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 100
mdarcies permeability (Iso. 100.md), an isotropic skeleton and isotropic 1 darcy
permeability (Iso. l.d), an isotropic skeleton and transversely isotropic permeabil-
ity (1 darcy in the horizontal plane and 100 mdarcies in the vertical direction, i.e.,
1. 1dH-100.mdV). The borehole wall is impermeable (a) and permeable (b). Each
wavetrain is normalized with respect to the maximum of the whole series indicated
by max in arbitray units. The scaling coefficient at the upper left gives the relative
value of the peak amplitude compared to the latter. The arrows are at a time equal
to the offset divided by the velocity of the vertically propagating SV wave of the
formation.
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Figure 38: Same as Figure 37 with a 3 kHz source center frequency.
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Figure 39: Sensitivity coefficients of the flexural mode in the presence of the trans-
versely isotropic water saturated porous slow formation for both boundary condi-
tions (a), and in the presence of the isotropic formation with a 1 darcy isotropic
permeability when the borehole wall is permeable.
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Figure 40: Invaded zone effects with an impermeable borehole walL Dispersion and
attenuation of the Stoneley wave in the presence of the transversely isotropic water
saturated porous fast formation alone (Virg.), the invaded zone alone (Inv.), and
when the thickness of this last is equal to 3 cm and 15 cm. The velocities are
normalized with respect to the bore fluid velocity. The parameters are given in
Table L
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Figure 41: Invaded zone effects with an impermeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coef-
ficients of the Stoneley wave in the presence of a 3 cm thick invaded zone. The
virgin formation is the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation
(see Table 1). Compare with Figure 3.
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Figure 42: Same as Figure 41 with a 15 em thick invaded zone.
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Figure 43: Invaded zone effects with a permeable borehole wall. Dispersion and at-
tenuation of the Stoneley wave up to 5 kHz in the presence of the transversely
isotropic water saturated sandstone fast formation alone (Virg.), the invaded zone
alone (Inv.), and when the thickness of this last is equal to 3 cm and 15 cm. The
velocities are normalized with respect to the bore fluid velocities.
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Figure 44: Invaded zone effects with a permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coeffi-
cients in the low frequencies for the Stoneley wave in the presence of a 3 cm thick
invaded zone. The virgin formation is the transversely isotropic water saturated
fast formation (see Table 1). Compare with Figure 6.
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Figure 45: Same as Figure 44 with a 15 em thick invaded zone.
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Figure 46: Same as Figure 43 up to 25 kHz.
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Figure 47: Same as Figure 44 up to 25 kHz. Compare with Figure 7.
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Figure 48: Same as Figure 45 up to 25 kHz.
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Figure 49, Monopole source. Invaded zone effects. Iso-offset (z = 5 m) comparison
of the synthetic microseismograms obtained at the center of the borehole with a 1
kHz source center frequency in the presence of the invaded zone alone, when it is
3 em thick (composite), and when the virgin formation is alone. The borehole wall
is impermeable (a), and permeable (b).
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Figure 50: Invaded zone effects. Dispersion and attenuation of the first pseudo-
Rayleigh mode in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous
fast formation alone (Virg.), the invaded zone alone (Inv.), and when the thickness
of this last is equal to 3 em and 15 em. The borehole waH is impermeable (a) and
permeable (b). The parameters are given in Table 1.
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Figure 51: Invaded zone effects with a permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients
of the first pseudo-Rayleigh mode in the presence of a 3 cm thick invaded zone.
The virgin formation is the transversely isotropic water saturated fast formation
(see Table 1). Similar results are obtained when the borehole wall is impermeable.
Compare with Figure 14a.
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Figure 52: Same as Figure 51 for a 15 em thick invaded zone.
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Figure 53: Same as Figure 49 with a 7.5 kHz source center frequency.
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Figure 54: Invaded zone effects. Dispersion and attenuation of the flexural mode in the
presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation alone
(Virg.), the invaded zone alone (Inv.), and when the thickness of this last is equal
to 3 em and 15 em. The borehole wall is impermeable (a) and permeable (h). The
parameters are given in Table 1.
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Figure 55: Invaded zone effects with a permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients
of the flexural mode in the presence of a 3 cm thick invaded zone. The virgin
formation is the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation (see
Table 1). Similar results are obtained with an impermeable borehole wall. Compare
with Figure 23a.
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Figure 56: Invaded zone effects with a permeable borehole wall. Sensitivity coefficients
of the flexural mode in the presence of 15 em thick invaded zone. The virgin
formation is the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation (see
Table 1). Similar results are obtained with an impermeable borehole wall. Compare
with Figures 54 and 23a.
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Figure 57: Dipole source. Invaded zone effects. Iso-offset (z = 5 m) comparison of
the synthetic microseismograms obtained at the center of the borehole with a 1
kHz source center frequency in the presence of the invaded zone alone, when it
is 3 em thick (composite), and when the virgin formation is alone. The borehole
wall is impermeable (a), and permeable (b). The arrows indicate the vertically
propagating SV-wave arrival times computed using ray theory.
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Figu're 58: Dipole source. Invaded zone effects. Iso-offset (z = 5 m) comparison of
the synthetic micro"eismograms obtained at the center of the borehole with a 3
kHz source center frequency in the presence of the invaded zone alone, when it
is 3 cm thick (composite), and when the virgin formation is alone. The borehole
wall is impermeable (a), and permeable (b). The arrows indicate the vejtically
propagating SV-wave arrival times computed using ray theory.
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Figure 59: 'Well bonded cased hole. Dispersion and attenuation of the Stoneley wave
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation.
The layers parameters are given in Tables 1 and 3. Compare with Figure 2.
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Figure 60: Well bonded cased hole. Sensitivity coefficients of the Stoneley wave in
the presence of the transversely isotropic saturated porous fast formation. The
parameters are given in Tables 1 and 3. Compare with Figure 3. MX and PX refer
to the shear modulus of the layer of index X /lb, and to Ab + 2/lb, respectively. 2=
Casing; 3= Cement.
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Figure 61: Free pipe model. Dispersion and attenuation of the central Stoneley wave
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation.
The parameters are given in Tables 1 and 3. Compare with Figure 59.
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Figure 62: Free pipe model. Sensitivity coefficients of the central Stoneley wave in the
presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous formation for both
boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface. L3 indicate the fluid
annulus Lame coefficient.
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Figure 63: Free pipe model. Dispersion and attenuation of the annulus Stoneley wave
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous formation for
both boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface.
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Figure 64: Free pipe model. Sensitivity coefficients for the annulus Stoneley wave in
the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation for
both boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface.
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Figure 65: Monopole source. Free pipe model. Iso-offset (z = 5 m) comparison of the
synthetic microseismograms relative to both boundary conditions obtained with a
3 kHz (a) and 5 kHz (b) source center frequency at the center of the borehole.
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Figure 66: Well bonded cased hole. Dispersion and attenuation of the first pseudo-
Rayleigh mode in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated fast
formation. The parameters are given in Tables 1 and 3. Compare with Figures 13
and 21.
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Figure 67: Well bonded configuration. Sensitivity coefficients for the first pseudo-
Rayleigh mode in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous
fast formation. Compare with Figure 14.
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Figure 68: Free pipe model. Dispersion and attenuation of the first pseudo-Rayleigh
mode in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast
formation for both boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface.
Compare with Figure 66.
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Figure 69: Free pipe model. Sensitivity coefficients for the first pseudo-Rayleigh mode
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation
for both boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface. Compare
with Figure 67.
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Figure 70: Well bonded cased hole. Dispersion and attenuation of the flexural mode
in the presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation.
Compare with Figure 22.
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Figure 71: l'Vell bonded cased hole. Sensitivity coefficients for the flexural mode in the
presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation.
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Figure 72: Free pipe model. Dispersion and attenuation of the flexural mode in the
presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation for
both boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation Compare with Figure 70.
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Figure 73: Free pipe model. (a) Sensitivity coefficients for the flexural mode in the
presence of the transversely isotropic water saturated porous fast formation for
both boundary conditions at the fluid annulus-formation interface. (b) Focus on
the sensitivity coefficient with respect to the saturant fluid Lame coefficient.
